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Portland Daily Press Ik published every
morning, (Sunday* excepted), at $5,00 per year in ad-

Advertising:

One square every other
60 cent* per wreck after.

day

#1.00;
KxniRiTioNR, &c., under head of Amusements,
ft. 00 per square per work.
■Special Notices, #1.60 per square for first
week,
#1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cent*
prr line for eue insertion. No charge les* than fifty

vance.

t ir1" All communication* intended for the paper
should be directed to the "Editors of the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
tlf*The Portland Daily and Maine State
Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hour* during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the
evening.
J*rkss

IP" Jon Printing of every description executed
dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on application a*
with

above.

COMMUNICATIONS.
[For the Press.]
1802.

Messrs. Editors:—I have just reached

East,

to

place, travelling (illy
get West, by the steamer New Eng-

miles

land.
In the way of getting volunteers for the
nine month's quota, many of the towns are
quite up to the exigency, while in some others
there must, 1 think, be drallinir resorted to.

and

ninety

douceur, to get their consent
to part with their husbands, sons and lovers.
Machias votes the same bounty, ami a gratuity to their families of one hundred and eighty
dollars. I was present at a town meeting in
as a

the latter town, on the afternoon of Wednesday last. The “bone and muscle” seemed to

have it all their

way, in

raising money.
The meeting was addressed at some length, by
two lawyers of that city, both of whom
opposed
raising any funds for volunteers, and arguing
the impropriety of the measure, because the
President had called for a tlrall, and not for
volunteers, and that it would be,therefore, disrespectful to our Chief Magistrate, to serve up
tlsli, when he had asked for fowl; besides, it
was altogether illegal, and the tax never would
be paid! Some one reminded him of what
Portland had done. “Ves, says he, cities do a
great many tilings that towns cannot do, and
a great many
illegal tilings in their City Councils’!” “See what Portland has done in regard
to her immensely expensive City Hall.” As
the beautiful and convenient
building we were
then convened in, was built by the town of
Machias, and probably cost as much in proportion to their valuation as ours, I thought it
rather a blunder for so eminent a lawyer.
Machias has only eighteen to be drafted,
while Machlasport, in consequence of its retnissness hitherto, must send 40. Addison's
proportion is 20, and they will probably obtain
them all by volunteering. Columbia had her
town meeting Saturday P. M., of last week,
and on Monday forenoon, they had twenty-tour
of the number (28) and plenty of others
ready
own

was

told

on our

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

The

Physicians and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Eases renewed ana vials retilled.
June 24. 18*32,
cod Cm

long

as

WAREHOUSE !

III*:

1

mi-

Tuesday:
ltKlIKL AltTILKBY ATTACK REPULSED.

On Saturday morning the rebels planted a
battery opposite Gen. King’s division, and
commenced
shelling the woods. A New
Hampshire battery and four thirty-two pounders rapidly replied, when the reliels
brought
forth another battery, and opened lire. The
was
for
two
and
hours,
cannonading
kept up
was the most terrific
firing I have yet heard.

of every

than

l>c found in any other
Our stock of

STATIONARY

PAPERS
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all
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BLANK

ACCOUNT

HOOKS!

BAILEY

&

Sale by

M AND 68 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.
Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collector* Rooks.
We make to order
every kind of Blank Rook used
by Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Countiug House*.

STATIONERY.
Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and buff. Gold lVns, Steel Pens, Ac.. Ac. Every article at lowest rates. Wk Buy Foil Cash and
Sell Chlaf.

58 Exchange Street.

Portland, June 23, IMS.

dtf

Itetail.

GAS FITTING,

AND

YOU

Best

Ambrotype

not fail

to

call

or

No. 27 Mat-act

Square, where
LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at price? vhich defy competition.
K. B.—Large Ambrotype* only I-'iJJ,-en Cents.
at

DOthey take PERFECT

LEWIS,
Market Square, h’d l>rel>le»

July 14th,

1802.

St.

STATE

OF

Tailor,

Adjutant General'* Office.
I
Augusta. Aug. 20,1882.1
GENERAL ORDER. NO. 34.
lu pursuance of the request of the Secretary of
War, cautaiix'd in Genera) Order No. 99 of that Department, Sect. 2d of which is a* follows, viz:
"The Governors of the several States are hereby
requested forthwith to designate rendezvous for the
drafted militia of said States, and to ap|>oint commandants therefor, and to notify the
Secretary of
War of the location of such rendezvous, and the
names of the commandants:"
It is ordered. That the places designated in General Order No. 32 of this Department, viz: Portland,
Augusta and Bangor, will lie the rendezvous of the
drafted militia of this State, and volunteers in lieu of
draft; and the following gentlemen have l»oen appointed commandants thereof, compensation to lie
determined by the War Department.
John Lynch tor the rendezvous at Portland, which
will l»e known as "Camp Abraham Lincoln."
George W. Ricker fur the rendezvous at Augusta,
which will Ik: known as "Camp E. 1). Keyes."
Gideon Mayo for the rendezvous at Bangor, which
will be known as "Camp John Pone."
By order of the Comma nder-iu-('hief.
JOHN L. HODSDON,
a22<13t
Adjutant General.

-»-1STATE OF ITIAIXE.

BEST
—AXI>—

CASKETS,
I

The reliels, finding they could not cross here
or silence our batteries, moved several of their
batteries to our left.,at Kappaliuuuock Station,
and audaciouslv placed them in front of our
fort at this point, and commenced shelling ns.
Our batteries promptly replied, and the cannonading was kept up for several hours. The
reliels also advanced a brigade of infantry, who
attempted by a hold dash to carry the. bridge
and heights by storm, hut our troops, mostly
composed of Colonel llarstutTs division, ponied into them such deadly volleys of
musketry,
and two of our batteries such
sweeping charges of grape and
canister, that the rebels liecame panic-stricken and left the field in a dis- ;
organized and demoralized condition. They
sought shelter iu the cover of the woods, hut I:
they did not stay long here, for our cavalry
made a dash on them and drove them on ti
the main body of the
rebels, a mile or two t<:
the right of the railroad.

j
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Stylo,
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ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
-C. II. B. also manufactures——

SHOW-CASKS, DESKS, AXD DH A tl’E/l- WORK,
Of every description, including Tavi.or h SklfSupporting ItRAWKH, the best kind ever made.
All orders for Repairing I uruiture. Varnishmg. Upholstering, Chair .Seating, t,lazing, Ac.,
promptly attended to.
Jul31tf
To Uapil»list«v.
H’OSA ES are hereby solicited till the 1st ofKepof nineteen hundred dollars
to the town of Cumlierland, for a terra of years, with
interest parable semi-anmiallv.
N. L. IIUM I'll HEY. Treasurer.
Cumberland Center, August 12, IStfi.

1>R<ti-niber, fora loan

a!3eod2wd A

w

it

^Wdentist,
No. S

8m

Clapp's

opr. 01,1) C ITY
3md&w*oc

—

ARTIFICIAL

S,

By Order of the Commander-in-Chief.
JOHN L. IIODSDON,
d3t
aug27
Adjutant General.
General’* Office,
Augusta, August 23, 1802.

approved
thereof,

Field officers of volunteer regiments mist'd in
of drafted men for nine months' service, will
be elected by the captains and subalterns of the respective companies composing the same.
IN.—'All men enlisting after this date, whether for
three years' service or for nine months', in the place
of drafted men, will be credited to the towusiu which
they reside, and not elsewhere.
l’er order of the Commander-in-Chief,
JollN L. IIODSDON’, Adjutant General.
d3t
August 2d.

Block,

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

fur

thirty days,

may ho found
ment of

an

Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.
assort-

Office 102

before

June 23.

J. II.

MJC'KSAJY, Atf't.

UNDER THE SAHADAHOCK HOUSE.

OFFICE

MCoNT STREET.
fllllK President and IHrectors of the Hath Mutual
1. Marine Insurance Company give notice that their
Capital Stock amount* to

h. j. i>. LUtiniii i: a <o„

E11,

P. J. Forribtall

can

June'28.

Cony rest Streetm,
liowton.

be found at the above place.
vly

BST CLASS

EMPIRE

S II I' T TEE.

FOE FAMILIES

a ro.,

GILT
and

FRAMES,

Looking Olasaea.

CONSTANTLY

ON

Manufacturers.

j

DtRKCTORS:
Wm. Drummond,
Snm'l I Robinson,
Arthur Sewall.
Lewi* Blaekim r,
s. A. Houghton,
K. K.
E. U.

HAND.
Hath, July 8. 1W2.

FIRE

(». K. R. Patten,
E. K. Harding,
J. P. Morse.
David Patten,
J. C. Jameson.

1IAKDIXO. President,
HYDE, Secretary.
d6m

INSURANCE.

JUST REC EIVED,
very choice collection of Fine Engravings and
w hich we shall be happy to show to any

lithographs,

who may call.

Our A.sortment of Artists' Materials
Js very extensive, being of the best manufacture,
such as Winsor k Newton** Oil ami Water Colors,
ltrushex, Drawing Pain-rs. Pencils, Crayons, oils aud
Varnishes, Mathematical Instrument*. Ac
Our stock embraces all articles in this line, ami i*
the largest and best selected in the State, and we offer the best inducements to dealers and photograpers,
both as to quality of gtMnls and as to prices.

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE
-AND-

John Patten,
Oliver Moses,
M. K. (.anuett,
J. H Mcl.ellan,
Ja*. F. l’atteu,

Jier anil Oval Frames, with French Mirrors; Oilt,
F.lmnv and Imitation Rosewood Frames, both Oval
ami Square, for Kngrav ings and Photographs, at low
price* aud warranted satisfactory.

DEALERS IN

Corn, Flour and Grain,

* 10,000 in any One Risk.

Manufacturers of

Newing'-Maoliiiies.

A

they

Frames, Engravings,

ORNAMENTAL
For Oil Paiutiugs

;

Ami that
are prepared to make insurance on the
mutual principle, against marine risks, not exceeding

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, 4c.

A

Fl

#300,000

tail Dealers in

STATIONERY, TOYS, k t*.,

MUTUAL.

Tlarinc Insurance C ompany.

jul23—lm

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

eod3m

BATH

sold, to close up the bu.-im-ss,

Sept. 1.

Picture

Middle Street*

CHARLES HoLliEM, /‘resident.
Edward Shaw, Sucrrtary.

Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, &c.,

NOTIONS,'

YANKEE

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
je23dtf

accordingly.
II

Thorafin

ADDISOH W. 1IA N FIELD.

Portland, Me.
je28tf

films Company continue to insure property on
Jl
terms as favorable as those of any reliable company.
All policies upou which six premiums have bcea
paid, air renewed annually tree of premium to the
policy holder.

COST !

MIDDLE STREET,

160

AH of which must Ik-

FANCY

d3m

Coinanrrrial Street,

AT

Manufacturers. Importers, am! Wholesale and Re-

Til Of*. LYNCH.

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

Mutual Fire Inturance Company.

rt’iiciiAsg-

HARDWARE

Whore,

ME.

AUKEBT WCliu

PO It T I. A N 1>

The LunI Clianee

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN,

Sugar Refinery,

j

INSURANCE.

IMPORTER AND DKALKU IN

Grocers,

BB0WH

Frog*

-IS AT-

A. W. BANFIELD,

Wny Down Willow Street,

K.

-iT'
Served to Order.
Mrala to Rioi-Lan H-.aiii.kh. at Reduced Ratea.
Opeu every Sunday from 8 to 1. and from 2 to *
O’clock.
>28edtr

dtf

PORTLAND, ME.

juUfikt&wly

MERCHANTS,

PORTLAND,

Served to order.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

especially invited.

23.

IN

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,

WILLIAM CAPEN,

GENERAL ORDER No. 37.
I.—The enrollment required under the directions of
(ieneral Order No. 28 will lie made in accordance
with the prov isious of the act oft ougresa of July
17, 18*52. entitled "an act to amend the act calling
forth the militia to execute the laws of the l uion,
suppress insurrections and re|*el invasions,
February 28th, 171*5, and the act amendatory
and for other purposes,” which provides that the enrollment of the militia shull in all cases include all
the aide bodied citizens between the ages of eighteen
and forty-five, and General Order No. 28 is amended

DEALERS

MG Com me re in l Street,

LYNCH A CO.,

June 23.

TURTLE SUI P. TUESDAY AND ERIDAY.
BROOK TROUT ■■doll kind..(GAME

and vest makers wanted.

-to

of the Season

Served U|> at all hour,.

rFltkl\S A CO.,

2S ami 3o Fctleral ami 106

IM2I

•.•Coat

Fort land. June

DKIKS, DU STIFFS, GLVSS WAKE,

j*23dtf

Half

liich attention is

—

PORTLAND. ME.

JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Every Delicacy

Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk. >atin, Linunique styles. Also
of

n

No. 7 MILK STREET,

BROADCLOTHS

en. and Cotton—many rare ami
an assortment of tin* iiicer qualities

(Successor to P. J. Forrtetall and Mill* k Forriatall,

8 I OX 1>A I X T

SEASONS !

DOESKINS!

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

CO.,

All kinds of fixtures for hot ami cold water
in the best man nor.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. 1*. MKRU1LL.
JOHN BOND.
8. D. MERRILL.

meeting

of companies of enrolled
militia,
tanking n dralt. shall he Wcdi rsdav. the
tenth day of September. is»r2. at nine o'clock in the
forenoon, instead of Wednesday tin 3*1.
There w ill be a corresponding extension of time
for completing the diuft, and lor furuishiu^ evidence
of exemption then from .and for notifying the drafted
men of each company's quota, to ap|H*ar at the
place
of the draft to proceed to the rendezvous, as provided iu General Order No. 32.

W.

J Oil N

set iio

BARKER,

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,

j

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,

50 Union, four doors from Middle Stroet,
j.o.tckiy.
PORTLAND, UK.
je90—3ukdAt w

Water Closets. Urinals, Force and Suction Pomps,
Hath Boilers, Wash /Unrig, Silver Plata! if /trass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.

Office, I
Augusta, Aug. 25, 1802.j
GENERAL ORDER No. 3*.

of
hou*c. promises to spare no |«iu* to
accommodate its former |»alron*. a* well as
his old friends and the public
generally.
Having had an experience of sixteen years,
he think* he can now “keep a hotel.”
This house is one of the best in tl»e
city, and very
pleasautly located ou Congress, corner of Greeu
Street.
Portland. Ang. 23, 1W2.
d3w*w3m

For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
of French and German, a* well as the cheaper sulwtantial fabrics.
Elegant Black aud Colored,
Flain and Fancy

To all of

PORTLAND.

AM AN A T. C. DODGE,
IIAVINli a*«umed the
proprietorship
this

c.h.buked.

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

PELEO

ant]

qualitii**

FINDINGS,

WHOLESALE

!P T- IT At 15 E If

Drug

OF SEASON !

FANCY

hi* business he

tomers, and
bv strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. i;. MAYO.
I’a**adiiinkcag. June 23. lfhfi.
d&wtf

In hi* new stock are comprised Fancy Cloth* for
Spring Overcoat.* and Business Suits. Rich Black and

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK.

Portland.

I. D. MERRILL &

a

«»t

«u-|wn*ioii

abed this well-know n house anew, and la
better tlian ever prepared to wait upou his cus-

rani

hopes

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOB THE SI'KING

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS A SHOES,

SPECIMEN 1.1MUS MA Y PE SEEN AT

JOHN LYNCH.

IMPORTERS OF

AND

-ALSO,-

•

ME.

now

131. MIDDLE ST..
Hu prepared himM'lf by selection* from the New
Style* of Good* recently imported in New York and
Hatton, to meet the requirements of his customers
and the public as to

Serges, Elastic Gussettings,

Lastings,

Limits,

Sheet Gutta Percha for Splints,
AND CRUTCHES,
FOR SALE.
Street,

Black, Congress Street,

IIALL,-PORTLAND,

ha*

WK. C. BECKETT.

BUFFO A T1TKEY,

PALME R’S

Adjutant

ST R !■'. F.T.
at

SCROE OX tf MECHANICAL

-AGENT FOR-

ADJUTANT (jKKERAL'P

ARC’S,

cheaper than

DK. C. II. OftOOOD,

J_,_icon»i»iil*ory

CITY HOTEL,

AND SUMMER

Portland, Mr.

tor

JOSEPH HALE.

•••Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.
d&wflniT
August 2, 1*2,

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgcry’s Wharf,)

QUARTERS,

Long Wh’l,

Me.

and

HERETOFORE.

COMMISSION

resprtfullT anto his numerous friend*. and th«
Im1111 ic generally, that during the fcm|»orary

^M!er chant Tailor,

—

ItLOt K,

YEATON,

Apothecary,

augtaif

IN

BROWN,

au(;4«lly

The film* for tin*

DEALERS

Corner Commercial St. and

oval.

"^A^liolesale

dAw4wd

AND

in

MAINE.

nonnee

LARD OIL,

usually kept

CHANGE

Merchant*,

MOl L TUX'S

..

373 Congress

GRANT.

and Cabin Stores,

Ship

II. TITCOlfIB,

JOHN

COFFINS
To

—

dly

Portland, July 22, 1802.

HEAD QUARTERS,

J.

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS,

Flour, Produce and Provision Business,

provement.

TILE

ConiiniMMion

Where he will continue the

JL.

FASSADUMKEAO,

ttAraTIIK ,uh<H'rit><*r would very

nr State Agent for DAVIS Jc KIDD S MAGXKTOKI.KtTKK MAt II IN Ks.
endkvtoctl

VEATON A HALE,

NEW STORE, No. 3 UNION WHARF,

IIKAI)

represented.

as

aug4—3meod& w

JOHN

for instruction in this school are
The number of scholars will In-limited,
possible attention be given for their im-

Bethel, July 25th

slmrt notice.
All goods warranted

ChampHn.

EXCHANGE STREET.

AS

CENTRAL HOUSE,
K. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.

DYE-STUFFS,

Am] ul) other article*
l'aint ettiabliithmcnt.

Nearest

GOODS.

KEROSEXE Oil.,

SWEET HERRS, tfr.. fc..
Packed in every variety of packages to suit dealers.
Coffee and Spices ground for the trade at

HAS UKAIOVKD TO

a

AND
TARTAR.
SALERA TCS,

Portland, Aag. 8.1892.

com-

For references and further information, send for
circular to
N. T. TltUE, M. A..
J'roprietor ami l'riucipul.

ME.
Ja’s P.

Larect, most «-nttal House in the citr.
Kailroad* and Steamboats.

on

CREAM

PROPRIETOR

rr-HOINKN AND CARRIAGES TO LET._A1,
jiillfj—3m

-ALMI-

Portland,

Tin-advantages

excellent.
and every

STREET,

to

APOTHECARIES' CLASS WARE, FORE 1CX
LEECHES, SURGICAL IXSTRCMEXTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES, %
ELASTIC STOCEIXIiS, He.

COFFEE.
SPH FS,

A. D. REEVES,

D.

O. M. SHAW,

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICA!! PERFT1ERT,
AND FANCY

HOUSE,

BANGOR, ME.,

Fine Chemiccals, Pure Drugs,

s

PORTLAND, ME.

Rloek,

..

BAXOOK

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Spice Mills,

13 A 15 UNION

attention given to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOVS' GARMENTS, by

C.

Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of
Maine—dclightftilIv situated on the Keuneb«<c. twelve miles
■ <
tm from the M-a. and atTords
one of the most
)nvi!in{r retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
Tin* Saoahaikk'K is one of the
finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotel* in the State, located
within thare minute* walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
l.aruling, post Office. Custom House, Ac.,
being directly in the business centre of the City.

or

Q. Twitchell. jut31dflm

MAINE,

THECHv

Me.

Pvrllnnd. Mr.

Coffee and

I^roprietor,

BATH. MAINE.

JUNCTION OF FUFF AND MIDDLE STS.,

a 11 A N T

85 Comincrrinl St., opp. Thomas

o xxx

SAOADAHOUK HOUSE,

jo2.lt

FLOTTE AND PROVISIONS,

H

—

hand, and for sale, at wholesale
market prices, in the crude state
CINSTANTLY
manufacturVARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
merchants, ed, ©very description of

A XI*

SECOND YEAH of this School will
JL nionco on Tuesday, Sept. 2d,

,

ORNAMENTAL

Commission

dtf

opportunity*

Y,

Term* Moderate by Ibr Week ar
Day.
Bath. June 23.
dtf

Portland,

Middlr Slrrrl,

TWIT* HELL Ac CIIAMPLIN,

98

II A

Alfred Oarr,

Watch-Maker,

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
IV Orders so lie! toil.
jis'D—3;n

TRASK k

TT.

II

Proprietor.

OPKN for fientecl Boarders—three miles
from Portland—within thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good
tor fishing,
sea-)>athitig and water excursions. A Steam<“r runs from Portland dailv.
rFlxperienced
boatmen in attendauc.
Jc25*8w

atigl2*d3w

N. Tt.—All work bring promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to
give thorough satisfaction.
f

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Photograph,

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK'S ISLAND,
HENRY M. BRACKETT,

now

L. J. CROSS,
1 11

PAINTER,

John

U.

dtf

Summer Retreat,

Is an active poison—it kills instantly.
It is easily prepared and umxI.
There is no danger of its being mistaken.
It stops locomotion—they cannot get away.
Each sheet will kill a quart ot Elies.
YV. ATWELL* Market Square, Portland,
General Agent lor the State ol Maine.

-DKALER IX-

Worka 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
jnUdtf
1’OHTLAND. ME.

SIGN

I»l.t7 M M HR.

Bath, June 23. 18»S2.

KILLER!

dtf

No. 117 .Middle Street,
Auj;. 15.
ly

Cocks, Valves, Ulpc«nnd Connections, Whole-

PORTLAND,

IF

House-keeping

Goods

DENTIST,

BAILEY k NOYES,
and

arid Plated flare.

June 23. Ifid2.

IE! JK. N" SS O 1ST

ELY

138 and 140 Middle Street. Portland.

OF

AND DEALER* IN

i

BOARDING-SCHOOL
FOR ROYS,
IIETIIEI,, MAINE.

and

Done in the host manner.

NOYES,

Cutler)’,

General Assortment of

a

AND EVER! DESCRIPTION OF lACHlNEKY,
AND

IIOTEL^

M.

with house.

DR. H. HI MIHI.I.,

STEAM

ADAMS, Proprietor.

386, Wachisutoii 8t., Bath.

iu store, as above,
comprising as it does nearly every
article usually needl'd hi the Furniture ami
Crockery
Departments. Ik ing one of the largest stocks in the
.State, purchasers can liud almost anv variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
ami loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; ami the sultscriber is confident that, combining
as he does the various branches of
honse-ftirni»hing
business, he can offer goods at prices
that will uot
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

PORTLAND, ME.

or

3m

BATH

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Steam

eilAS. u.

I!y C.

ami Dealer in

stock of

WILLOW, Agent,

sale

Manufactured and for

»f

nrarr

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

J'23-

rilHE attention of purchasers is invited to the large
A ami desirable

Corner of l’enrl and Federal St*..

J. L.

Caairra,

aa

Tnis is the largest Hotel in the State,
posw-sdug all tlie modern tuiproveiuents, and
first class in every
appointment.

executed.

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

Soap Stone,

Grindstone*.

MANUFACTURER

June 28,1802.

Portland

And

MOODY.
eodtf

C

Chimney Piece*. Monumental Work

PORTLAND, ME.

Preble Street*.

LIOHTNINO

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

Work.

Free Stone,

HALL L. DAVIS,
Kxchanok Street.

Importer

THOMPSON,

to-

gether with a full stock of Satius, mediums and common papers—the larg»*st stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

Sitaalr*

they

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1. 18*2.
attdtf

FURNITURE,

I* prepared to reccivo order* for

Marble

promptly

PREBLE HOUSE,

ADIaA.1I, Jr.,

Britannia flare, Table

FRANKLIN

3S/T arble

FROM

summer.

PLAIN

1JJ

PORTLAND, Me.

Marble,

variety, quality and price, embracing
styles of gold paper* manufactured,

63

DEALER*

June 23.

Is selected with the greatest rare from the beat Foreign and American Houses, ami embraces every article needed fur pnhlic office#, Counting Houses ami
private uses, and at Unrest prices.

Of every
the various

express

in Terms the

_*.*Term, .1 per d»jr. Stable connected

Merchant*,

DOLE.

T.

November l«t, 1*12, to May l«t, 1*3, the
rates of freight on all
descriptions of lumber
anti timber will be advanced 25 jkt rent.
No tire wood will he convened between October 1st.
1862, and May 1st. 1863.
An advance in the rates of tire wood will take
place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the w«hhI business, which
are alxrnt to lie made, the (
nmpany will not be able
to take tire wood from certain
place* on the line, so
that should any parties make contract* for tire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
wilfdosoat their own
they must understand that
risk, aud that the C'omiiauy will not feel themsches
bound to earn- it.
Due notice will lie given of the rates of freight, and
from what station* lire wood can be carried next

STREET,

HOUSE.”

undersigns! respectfully
that be

public
lias leaded the above House,
on Federal
Street, Portland, and invites
the travelling
community to call and see if
he know* “how to
keep a hotel.” Ciena,
airy rooms. good lied*, a well-prm-ided table attentivp servants and moderate charges are
the induceuients be bolds out to those whose
business or
ure call thorn to tl»e “Forest
City.”
JONATHAN BLI88, Proprietor.
ii_4i
4
Portland,
Aug. 19, l*d2.
dtf

Notice to Wood and Lumber .Herchants.

Parlor, CliamlDor

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

establishment in the

LI
THE

-DKALKR IX-

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

ANDREW

ROOM

or

aug8cod3inlamwr

order,

variety of style and finish.

can

State.

ail their

rilllK

The shot and shell Dew thick and fast round
artillerymen, and both men and horses
were killed or wounded, hut stili our men
stood to their guns, and in a short time they
completely silenced the relsd batteries, and no
doubt created great havoc in their ranks. The
infantry iu Gen. Kings division were eager to
lie engaged, but the rebel infantry would not
make their appearance ami give our lioys a
show.
The rebels, finding tlieir attempts here futile, moved further oh toward our right, hut
here they met the batteries of .Nigel, and were
again, by the accurate and rapid firing of our
guns forced to retire from within range of our

IlRtlMlE DESTROYED.
Conscious that the rebels would not
again
make an attempt at this point to cross the riv

hand and made to

From our long
enabled to offer to the trade and
experience,
our customers better bargains in
quality and prices,

a

IN

our

pieces.

on

MIDDLE

Cl?** Orders bv mail

MOODY,

Commission

we are

possible.

HIGHLAND

dr

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

One Door East of C/aiinl Bank.

dispensary

AND WHOLESALE

Willie raids upon our flan
and roar, like
those of Colonel Lee, annoy us beyond bearing, they effect nothing whatever in shaping
tin* general result of a
campaign. We will liecome more watchful of such
matters, doubtand
thus
lie
less,
improved by them.

gives the lollowing summary
Gen Tope's army from Saturday

NO. 84}

&c.,

And solicit a share of public
patronage, trn.tinir
that by ftirnishinir the purest chemical, and host
.took
of drua. the market afford., ami a careful
attention
in the
department, to merit tho confidence
of the public.
CHAR. r. caoRKAs.
thor. h. poor.
je24tf

Eatnbliuhrd in 1825*

strength in this region together,for its defense.

Press

of eveuts in
to

UHKIll. III

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods,

AND

ENGRAVER,

GENERAL

Premium Blank Books

RICHARDSON,

DESIGNER

poor,

Have

-want the-

they must keep

i. F.

taken .tore, Jfa. 75 Middle Street,
(rox Hlork j and respectfully invite
public attention to their large and well selected stock of

It I*. M.

and that

1^5

Store!

crosmaF*

PAPERIIAXGING

right.

or

PE W-CUSIT-

Jul30d6m

3D rug

Kxcuakok .Strekt, Portlaxd, Me.

No. 124

SAMUIL

Washington

to 8

nfterward;

>71 1

exchanged.

CLOSETS,

Harm. Cvlil ami Shmrrr flat hi, Biinh Bomb, Brant
anti Silver Plate,! < 'vrkn.
I.H1 Ih-scriptinn of Water Fixture for DwellJ injr IlnuM*. Hotels, Public
Buildings, Ships, fcc.,
arratixed and set up in the best manner, ami all orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
promptly attended to.
Constantly on band, la-ad Pipes ami Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kintls.
jul}29dly

Exchange Street, Portland.

DOLE

We reject the

sent

Manassas.

v

53

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

Hair Mattrc**c* renovated.
Furnituto repaired and varutahod. ( hair* re-cam-d in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought
or

HOTELS.

-MAKER OP-

—AND—

theory that the rebels have
considerable force in the Valley again;
so to do so.their Generals know well, would Is;
Pe mom x.vto it.
to insure its immediate destruction.
They
know, if but from the publications iu the New
York new spapers, that the army of the FotoTHE CAMP IN VIRGINIA.
I mac is now where it can conveniently operate
Event* from Saturday to Tuesday—Sharp j in conjunction with the army ot Virginia.
Jtattle
on
Fighting—Severe
Sunday—The They know, too, that if they lose Gordonsviile,
Rebels Jleaten everywhere—The Raid on
Kicliinoud falls of its own weight very shortly
1**11

EXCHANGE ST.

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

Star of Wednesday says:
yesterday there lias Ik-oii
no more lighting across the
Jiappaliannock;
as
we
can
nor,
learn, had the reiiels show n
themselves in force about there.
V\ e therefore adhere to the opinion
expressed yesterday that they have
already made off
(for the most part) for Gordonsviile, leaving
Col. Fitziulgh Lee's small cavalry force to
worry and annoy us on our right flank as lie
certainly is doing) and thus delay pursuit as

l'p

by a

»?

148

SEAVEY.

M.

M A Till ESSES,

IO\’S, Sir., tfr.

—

MISCELLANEOUS.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
V L U M B K It,

Loiingt's BecKfeutls

1ST ew

by

It,

Manafnclnrer of

SP11IKG-JIF. IJS,

—

_

P A K Ik E

FURN I T URE,

sold

For sale at the above store

53

^

MEDICINES,

Hut all are confident, both in the army and
here, that no matter what moves the rebel generals may make, our authorities are
prepared
for them at all points.

he panted like a hunted animal,with his tongue
protruding from his mouth. It might have
been exactly so, but then Dun sometimes
stretches the stocking a trifle. But, 1 fear, I
am stretching this communication
beyond your
endurance, and will “stop here.”

lift'

usual.

as

r.

NO 00
""'

~r

BUSINESS CARDS.

UPHOLSTERER

d&g*

ley.

to get to tlie rendezvous, and have Ids “name
down before the chances were all gone,” that

adelphia

and Picture Framing,

Done neatly

I learn, and iny informant is well posted.the
rebel army lias or is undoubtedly
retreating.
They have tried our lines at all points, and
found them impregnable. They had the best
general in command, Gen. Lee. together with
the bulk of the Hielmiond army. From all
the deserters and prisoners I have conversed
with, they afiirm that the relsd army when
they started felt confident of la-ing able to annilate Pope's army quid then March into
Maryland and \\ ushitigton. Jackson has been detached, and lias gone off in another direction.
He has probably gone to Little
Washington,
and thence by turnpike to Front Koval, when
he can strike over into the Shenandoah Val-

citizen of Columbia, that he
saw au individual that morning, in such haste
was

TO No. f<2 EXCHANGE STREET,
door above the British anti American
Express
Office, where lie will accommodate all who may be in
want of goods in liis line, at
very low prices.
Next

THK KKHKI.fi KETliKATIXO.

to volunteer.

It

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Frames, Paper Ilaiidms Finer Goods. ie„ if.,

noon.
It wa< generally supposed that the rebels would tight, ami consequently all our
troops were brought up. and everything got in
readiness for action. Our batteries again commenced to shell the rebels, and were
replied
to by one batterv situated on the
margin of
the woods, to the left of the
Springs. The
battery replied vigorously for some time, when
our t wo batteries got its range, ami
poured
such a cross-fire into It that artillery men abandoned their guns, and took to the woods. Kvery now and then two or three of them would
boldly emerge from the woods, and try to lire
of!' another round, but our shell burst so
ra|sidly around it that they were forced to desist,
and, if they did succeed in tiring u load, they
generally pftid the penalty by losing their life
before they reached the woods.
Tile reiiels, seeing that the ease was
hopeless here, moved forward to the right, w illi
the intention of crossing at Waterloo. Hut
here, too, they were doomed to disappointment. They no sitoucr made their
npjicurancc
here than they were greeted
by such a storm
of shell and shot that admonished them that
our troops were wide-awake for them.
This

Columbia gives her volunteers twenty dollars
bounty, and their women folks one hundred

removed his stock of

Book'Binding

BUSINESSGAUDS.
" ILU A II

COLESWOBTHV,

lias

placed several batteries, which replied vigorously, and for several hours the cannonading was terrific. Our batteries were placed in
naturally strong positions, so as to cover the
whole country within a mile of the
Springs,
ami our artillery pract ice was some of the best
I ever saw. At each
discharge of our pieces
terrible gaps were made in the rebel
ranks, but
they were soon filled up.
It centinued thus tor at least two
hours,
when the rebels, hoping to make a diversion in
their favor on the right, planted two batteries
on our extreme left, and, in
consequence of
the immense amount of
infantry congregated
at this point, and who were on a
perfectly level field, without any protection at all. a
large
loss of life whs anticipated by our officers;—
but Gen. Stevens, of Gen. iteno’s division,
commanding our rear-guard, brought several
batteries to bear ou the two belonging to the
rebels, and in about half an hour’s time the
rebels had such a hot fire concentrated on
them that they were obliged to leave the field
in quicker time than they came on it. The
loss of life here, on our
side, only amounted to
three or four killed, and fifteen wounded.
In the meantime the
firing had tiecome more
rapid at the Springs on the right, and your
eorrespondont hastened to that point. Battery was replying to battery, and everything
was completely
enveloped in smoke. Gradually the rebel fire; lieeame less rapid, and it
soon ceased
altogether. As soon as the smoke
had cleared away the rebels were observed to
be re treating. Gen. Sigel sent parting shots
alter them, which greatly accelerated their
flight. Our batteries shelled the woods to tlie
rear of the
Springs for several minutes, when
Gen. Sigel pushed his pioneers forward for the
of
purpose
bridging the river. They were preceded by our sharpshooters. In an incredible
short space ot time the bridge was throwu
across, and everything was got in readiness to
cross, and pursue the rebels.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisement* inserted in the Maine State
Press (which lias a largo circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cent* per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

this jumping-off'

S. II.

also

cent*.

Eastpobt, Aug. 28th,

ROOKS & STATIONERY.

As morning dawned, the rebels were ol>served by Gen. JSigel to have crossed the river
in considerable force, lie
immediately bro’t
two batteries into
position, aad opened fire,
shell,
and
using
cannistcr. The relnds
grape,

week,

one

miles

BATTLE OF SUNDAY—TIIE REBELS DEFEATED EVERYWHERE.

Transient Advertisements, SI.00 per *quare,
fbr three insertions or leM; exceeding three, and not
more than ono week, #1.25 per square; 76 cent*
per
week after.

several

amount of stores destroyed was not
very large
but still it was better to
destroy it than to let
it fall into the rebels hands.

vance.

of

iu uu so

was

quarter-master stores. All the empty cars
were filled, and what was left was massed together and the match was applied. The

fliK

Rates

wijuui tmiraiui

given for our troops,
who were across the river guarding the railroad. to retire. This was done in an. orderly
manner, the troops filing across tin* bridge in
splendid style and in the liest possible spirits.
After all the cavalry and artillery and
infantry
had crossed, the order was given to
blowup
the bridge, and in less time than it takes to
note the fact, the match was
applied, and the
bridge, which had been built by us only several weeks before, was a mass of ruins. On this
side was an immense amount of
commissary
and

82} EXCHANGE STREET,
FOX BLOCK, by

in

—-^——1

—

further up, the order

at No.

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 1, 1802.

...

*-»»

AVAJOO,

JOHN T. OILMAN, |
JOSEPH B. HALL, I Edltor»-

MONDAY

Will be cheerfully furnished with
which contains u complete li-t.
A

large assortment

of Oval,

ROSEWOOD

our

Catalogue,

Oflier

7 4 Middle,

SPARROW,
car.

mf

Exckaagc Sk,

PORTLAND. ME.,

Agent of the following First Class Insurance

Co’a:

National Insurance Company,
Cash C apital and Surplus. 9500.000.
Of Boston.

Republic Fire Insurance Company*
(’ash Capital and Surplus. 9812,000.
Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, $260,000.
Of New York.

•-

l'<|iiitahle Fire anti .Mariue Ins. Co.,
Of Providence.

oilt. Walnut. Ebony aud

MOULDINGS,

Constantly ou

W'AKKK*

1

hand.

Purykct SwTiiTY, which ought always to be the
first nmAiiirration iu effecting insurance, is here ofratal of prrminm
fend to the public, at the
companies.
adopted by soMHtt and
Office iu

“Boyd’s Building," opposite Post

office.

—

Hill. II. II. IIATI'II,

place

I II

Mid«lle Street,

SLOAT

E LIPTIC.

Portland, Me.

Jeweler,
J$v Manufacturing
AND SUA’ERSMITH.
Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23.1902.
If

Every

Machine

STORKR Ar
r»H

tV

julldtf

fully Warranted.

CUTLER,
OO

Agents.
Middle Strc*et,
Genernl

PORTLAND. Me.

R. J. D. LARRABEE & CO.,
June

23, 1&*2.

June 28.

No. CD ExrhitnKt* Street.
if

Fliolttgnipliir taootK A ( lirmirah.
complete,
department
OF prising every’ article
u**h! in the
R stock iu this

is

com-

art.

juuc24dtfw3t

dfcwtf

MORRISON A CO.,
20, Market Square.

41

Book, Card

&

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

The Celebration at Fort Poplinm.

THE DAILY PRESS.
POBTLANl),

This great “event”

M AI N E.

the only reason why report did not appear
In full in our columns the next morning, is

Monday Morning, Sept. 1% 1HC2*
REPUBLICAN
FOR

NOMINATIONS.

GOVERNOR,

OF SKOWIIEGAN.

For Senators,
Androscoff'n .CII ARLES F. JORDAN, of Poland.
Aroosttetk.... ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
Cumberland.. SAMUEL E. SPRING, Portland.
JOHN H. PHILHKH K, Standish,
DANIEL ELLIOT. Brunswick,
LEVI < RAM. ltridgton.
Franklin
.WILLIAM II. JossELYN, of Phillips.
Hancock.A A IB >N KM KR« >N, of Orland.
JOH N MI LLI K EN, of-.
Kennebec.NOAH WOODS, of Gardiner,
PEL EG F. PIKE, of Kavette.
DEN N IS L. Ml LLI K EN ofWaterville.
..

GEOlBiE A. STARR, of Thomaston.

Knox.NATHAN A. FAR WELL, of Rockland.
Lincoln.ISAAC REED, of Walduboro.
Oxford.RUFUS S. STEVENS, of Paris,
GEO. It. BARROWS, of 1 ryeburg.
Penobscot.JOSEPH L. SMITH, of Old'town,
JOHN A. PETERS, of Bangor,
CHARLES BEALE, of Hudson.
Piacaf<17110*..TIIOMAS It. SEAltl RY. of Parkman.
Sagcutahoc.. JOSIAH MERKOW, of Bmvdoiuliatu.
Somerset.ASA W. MOORE, ofDAVID D STEWART, of St. Albans.
Waldo.B. M. ROBERTS, of Stockton,
JAMES P WHITE, of BeJtmst.
Washington .JOHN PLUM MLR. of Addison.
WILLIAM DU KEN, df Calais.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIDEON TUCKER, of Saco,
LU 1 HER SAN BORN, of I’arsonsflcld.
For County Commissioners,
Androscog’n.ROBERT MARTIN, of Danville.
Aroostook_THOMAS .1 BROWN, of Hodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr’t.
Cumberland..KEUItK.N HI(,(.INS, C. Elizabeth.
Franklin
.OLIVER 1’ETTENGILL, of Wilton.
Hancock.BARNEY S. HILL, for full term
RUFUS II. SILSBY, for vacancy.
KennebiC.EZEKIEL HUBBARD,Knox.NATA L ALFORD, of Hope.
Linc>dn.BEN AI All S. CATE, of Dresden.
Oxford.ELIAS M. CARTER, of Bethel.
Penobscot... .C. BATCH ELDER. of-.
Piscataquis. R. A. SNOW, of Atkinson.
Sagadahftc.. .SUMNEIt ADAMS, of Richmond.
Somerset.BEN.1. F. LEADBETTKR. ofWablo.KEU BEN W. FILKS. of Troy.
Washington. DAN I EL R. HOBART, of Demivsvillc.
York.DIMON ROBERTS, of Lvnian,
ALFRED HULL, of Sliapleigh.
...

For Sheriffs,
Aroostook....WILLI AM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
Cumberland..THOMAS PENNELL. Harp* well.
Franklin_OKREN DAGGETT, of New Sharon.
Kennctfcc.JOHN HATCH of Augusta.
Knox.S. W. LAUGHTON, of Appleton.
Lincoln..JAMES ERSKINE. of Bristol.
Oxford.HORATIO AUSJ IN. of Canton.
Penobscot. ...JOHN S. CHADWICK, of Bangor.
7*isca/«oMi*..ELI AS ,1. HALE. ««f Foxcroft.

SayadantH'.. .ALBION .1. POTTER, of Bath.
Somerset.ABNER 1*. POWERS, ofIf Viido.J. D TUCKER, of Belfast.
Washington. B. W. FARRAR, of Chcrryfield.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.

Courts,
Hancock.PARKER W. PERRY, of Ellsworth.
Kennebec.WM. M. STRATTON. of Augusta.
Lincoln.GEORGE B. S A W Y ER, of Wise asset.
Piscataquis.. RUSSELL KI1 RIDGE, of Milo.
Somerset.HIRAM KNOWLTON, ofCounty Treasurer*,
CURTIS, of I>>wiston.
Aroostook_SAM'L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
Cumberland..TIIOMAS H. MEAD. Bridgton.
Franklin
LEONARD KEI I II. of Farmington.
Hancock.WILLIAM II PILSBURY.of-.
Kennebec.DANIEL PIKE, of Augusta.
For

Androscoy'n .ISAAC C.
....

Knox.ALDEN SPRAG UK. of Rockland.
Lincoln...
EDMUND B. BOW MAN. of Wise asset.
Oxford. WILLIAM A I IDt.IN. of Fans.
DEARBORN, of Foxcroft.
Sagaehutoc.. CHARLES COBB, of Bath.
Somerset.ALBERT LEAVITT, ofWaldo.S. A. 11 OWES, of Belfast.
Washington. It N ATI US SARGENT, of Machias.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

Yiseatnquis.Al.

For

Registers of Deed*,
Androscoy'n. WM. F. GARt ELoN, of Lewiston.
Aroostook-LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. iL A. BARToN, Southern District.
f'umberland. .THOMAS lIANCOt K.Gray.
Franklin-8. P. MoRRILE. of Farmington.
Hancock.JAMES W. DAVIS, of-.
Kcnnclpec.J. A. RICHARDS, of Augusta.
A’nor.GEO. W. WHITE, of Rockland.
Lincoln.CALVIN R. IIARADKN. ofOxford.AI.DEN CHASE, of Paris.
Penot,*cot.JOHN RANDALL. Jr of-.
Piscataquis..DAVID SHEPHERD, of Sebec.
Sagadahoc. .}ASK H. SHAW, of Bath.
Somerset.SAMUEL HOPKINS, of Skowkegan.
Waldo.MARSHALL DAVIS, of Brooks.
Washington.J. C. ADAMS, of Cherrvtield.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.
For

of Sweden.

TV eat brook—C aliens.
The Republicans and all others in Westbrook, in faof sustaining the Government are notified to meet
in caucus at the Town House, on Thursday the fourth
day of Septemlier at 4 o’clock P. M., lor the purpose
of nominating a candidate lor Representative to the
Legislature, and the transaction of any other business that may come belbre them.
Per order Town Committee.

vor

Westbrook, Aug. 29,1S»2.
Stnl<- of .llaiiif*.
Executivk Department, I
Augusta, August 2i>, 1S«2. 1
adjourned session of the Executive Council
will Ik* held at the Council Chamber, in Augus-

twenty-third day

the

aug21dtd

of

Attest,
JOSEPH B. HALL,

Secretary

September

the

people

to

suppose

a

of State.

decided

victory

had been won, and selling their paper like hot
Dut from the dispatches which we give

cakes.

in another

place,

we “couldn t

sec

much more news in the

there

it.

than was

headings
dispatches.
That a great battle has been and is, perhaps,
being fought, al and near the memorable field
of Bull Bun, is true. That it may lie the last
was

to be found in the

final shock of arms, that is to decide this conflict is more than probable, as the enemy seem
to have concentrated their entire forces for a

bold, desperate, and
ton.

The crisis is

final dash upon Washingupon us, and now Is the

time when men should bo

ington

to

reinforce and relieve the veterans

who have been

They

into Wash-

pouring

lighting

the enemy for

have combined their

|

speakers and actors
who were not even present. We find in one
in one of our city papers, at least, the names
of Judge Kent, Geo. P. Scwall and numerous
others mentioned as active participants in the
festivities of the occasion, when they were
probably a hundred miles away. We propose
in our notes to confine ourself to facts, ami indulge in no fancy sketches.
The numbers present at the celebration,—
which took place on a point of land at the
mouth of the Kennebec, twelve miles below
Bath,—was unprecedented, when the attending circumstances are considered. All who
were there, had to be transported thither,there
being very few inhabitants in the neighborhood. Tne V. S. Government is building a
ries have done—introduce

substantial and extensive fortification

days.—
forces, having bro't

up from Kichinoud almost their entire army.
We await further dispatches with intense anx-

iety.
War Meeting in Saccarappn.
On Saturday afternoon last, tne citizens of
Saccarappn ami vicinity held a great patriotic

meeting in the opou air, at the corner of Main
ami Bridge Streets, the object of which was to
quicken the pulsations of patriotism, ami stimulate enlistments. The mcelingi was called to
order by George Warren, Esq., and was organized by the appointment of Samuel North, Esq,,
President,and eleven Vice 1 ‘residents. Leon-

the

spot, and the operations have drawn there per-

haps from a hundred to a hundred and Ally persons,—workmen and others,—and aside from
this population, the peninsula of “Sabino” prevery sparse settlement.
The Committee of Arrangements had made

sents

a

preparation to accommodate 2.ntM persons;
when, the.vtore, not less than from 5,1*X) to
0,000—some would estimate higher—people
were unexpectedly i>otired in upon them, it is
not difficult for a stranger to imagine what
kind of comfort and pleasure were extracted
from the celebration of the 255th anniversary,
of the landing and settlement ot George I’opliam's Colony on the shores of the New World.
The train which left this city at 7 1-2 o'clock
swollen by the addition of those from Augusta and Farmington, entered Bath at 9 1-2
o’clock, with eighteen compactly filled cars.
The steamers and barges, w ith the exception
of the “Terror” from Bangor and her attendant barges, hail departed for the “gay and festive” scene before the train arrived, loaded
down to the water’s edge w ith human freight.
remaining boats lay at the ltailroad w harf,

The

seemingly filled with people, and yet the contents of those eighteen cars were crowded on
hoard—it being "Hopkin’s Choice” of conveyance, that or none.

There was much dissatis-

fiintion /umaain.wwl

Imat

oftl,..

the advertised price,
fur conveyance to and from the locality of tlie
celebration; but we learn that the Committee

charging just double

of their arrangements. Tlie boat
liangor on private account and

came

for

from

private

speculation.
purchased tickets al the low
price had their money refunded by tlie Committee, by a provision made by them w ith the
o Ulcers of tlie boat, to receive them at the
price
tor which they had l>een sold.
Those who had

It

w as

IHend in

good fortune

our

to

find

a

seat w

ith

a

private carriage, and to ride from
Bath to the Fort by land, through the town of
i'hipsburg. and over a beautiful road for nearly tlie whole distance. Arriving in sight of
tlie locality, a grand scene opened to view. In
a

the inside hay, near tlie Fort, rode at anchor a
large number of small vessels gaily dressed,
while the Revenue

Cutler, Caleb Cushing,from
tills station, presented an appearance worthy
of tin- occasion. She w as in perfect gala dress,
w

hile from her deck belched forth at intervals

a

big

war

dog,

in honor of the occasion.

it consumed much time for tlie crowded
boats to disgorge their freight, and before this,

fully

over, tlie ceremonies appropriate to
the occasion commenced. A stage had been
was

erected in front of the stone shed,
of Foi-t

l'opham,

and

morial stone with

near

its

12 o’clock

nearly

was

at

tlie side

which was tlie

me-

gilded inscription. It
when the Chief Marshal,

lion. C. J. Gilman of Brunswick, called the
multitude to order, and made a brief address,
setting forth tlie occasion and the objects of
the celebration, and w hat it was intended to
commemorate. He then introduced lit. Rev.

Bishop Burgess, arrayed in his canonicals,who
large ritual service of tlie Episcopal
Church, in its antiquated phraseology ,as it existed in the days of l’opham. Though clergyof all sects

men

were

ebration had in it no

Episcopal

iii attendance .ami tile celtinge of sectarianism, the

ritual was followed in deference to

tlie fact that this was tlie service used
hatn’s Chaplain, on the landing of his

by Po|>Colony,

tlie Bull of Aug. O. S. 1007. We suppose, ot
course, if that Colony had been from a Catholic
country, and tlie Chaplain had been a Priest of
tlie “Holy Catholic Church,” tlie service at tlie

celebration would have conformed to the Cat holic ritual, as it did under a difference of circumstances, to the ritual of tlie Episcopal

Willis, President
Historical Society, did not read
Hon. Win.

statement

omitted it

account

read,

hut

of tlie lateness of the

hundred and twenty colonists came
emce,
to this spot in the vessels Mary and John, and
now,

tardy

honor

places a stone to mark the
fort, and to immortalize
martyrs. The permission of the State

site of their ancient
those
was

solicited

erect the stone, and in the abJr., Hon. AlrCoburn gave the assent of the .State. The

nor

to

of Hon. Israel Washburn

sence

governmental authority to insert the stone
was granted by Hon. Abraham Lincoln, thro’
the Secretary of War, and submitted by Capt.
Thos L. Casey, of the U.S. Corps of Engineers.
The Captain assured the society that the
block of granite should be put in a prominent
position, where it could be seen by all passing.
President Woods then called upon the M. I\
Drummond, who signified his intention

(J. M.

deposit the stone, and called upon the fraternity to observe the due forms. Prayer was
offered, over |the stone and structure, by the
(irnnd Chaplain, Lev, Cyril Pearl, of Portland.
to

The rites of the level and square were then
performed, and the officers pronounced the

liui-hed, and the workmanship perfected,
which opinions were uilirmed by the Most

stone

Worthy. The mystic oil, wine, ami corn were
|K)ured upon the stone, and an invocation of
peace and plenty was offered by the <1. M. W.
Master, who committed the block to the archi-

leb

aving (lags
piece enti-

on

one

meeting was largely attended by ladies
as well as gentleman.
Nearly all business in
tile village was suspended. Addresses were
made by lion. J. II. Drumuioml, .1. T. Gilman,
Esq., Lt Col. A. Withain of the 1st Maine, M.
G. Dow and Hon. F. O. J. Smith. At the
close of Mr. Drummond's remarks, half a doz-

tlie historical

Unit was intended to lie

President Woods, of Bowdoin College, addressed tlie assembly, respecting the occasion,
and its influence. Over two hundred years

tect.

The

of the Maine

hour.

ard Jordan and Lewis W. Edwards were appointed Secretaries.

ed Misses upon the platform, with w
in their hands, sang a pretty little
tled the “Beautiful Star.”

on

Church.

Sunday Dispatcher—-Inciting News*
Yesterday afternoon the Courier published
an extra with a flaming heading “Great Union
Victory—Rebel Army Annihilated,&c.”—lead-

ing

entempora-

our

led in the

Register of Probate,
Lincoln.JOSEPH J. KENNEDY, ofFor

Tuesday

and thus—as some of

vaiico,

Arrangements were in no way responsible,
this boat being an extra one, outside, entirely,

For Clerks of

ou

n

of

For County Attorney*,
Cumberland.. MOSES M. BUTLER, Portland.
Franklin ....SAMUEL BELCHER, of Farmington.
Knox.L. W. HOWES, of Rockland.
Waldo.E. K. BOYLE, of Unity.

Judge of Probate,
Oxford.ENOCH M. WOODBURY,

to

lie

|

J

For Representatives to Congress,
First District. .JOHN N. GOODWIN,ofS.Berwick.
Second District. SIDNEY PERU AM, of Paris.
BLAINE, of Augusta.
Third District..1AMES
Fourth Districts OHS If. KH E, ol FoxcrofL
A. PIKE, of Calais.
FREDERIC
Fifth District
Old Second District—vacancy,
Til OS. A. D. FESSENDEN, of Auburn.

next.

correct account,
give
preferred
made out in accordance with actual facts,
rather than draw upon the imagination in ad-

that

ABNEll COBURN,

AN
ta,

Friday, and

off on

a

-—

--

came

Benediction

salute

was

was

then fired

then said.

by

Cushing.

A national

the L’. JS. Cutter, CaEsq., of Portland,

John A. Poor,
then delivered the oration.

Its

length pre-

cludes its
The

publication.
grand old doxology,—

'•From all that <!«<•!!

below tlic skies,”

sung with Hue ctfcct,iifter which the benedn lion was pronounced, and the company repaired to tin* large pavilion, w here the collation was spread.

was

Tin: COLLATION.

speeches were cordial and patriotic, and
the speakers were frequently interrupted by
bursts of enthusiastic applause. The meeting
was a success and closed by
singing “America.”
The

supervision of W. J. Davis, of
this city, refreshments were provided for about
two thousand people. The fare was substantial and excellent. Hon. Win. Willis presided
Under the

in the tent.
Accepted.—<Sen. Jameson lias

accepted

the

Democratic nomination for Governor. Bion
Bradbury, who was nominated by the “peace
Democracy” at their convention in litis city,
has also accepted the nomination.

of,

After the eliowder was disposed
the toasts were read in the following order:
hKNTIM F.NTS.

Thr VJIh of
JflUl. Ever memorable its the day that, witnessed the consummation of the title of England to the New

World, l>v the formal occupation and possession of New England, under the Royal Charter of April 10,1000.
To this sentiment Et. Kev.

finished for the fascinations of its scenery, and
its treasures of mineral wealth. But still more

Bishop Burgess

The M emory of Sieur tie Champlain, the
fearless navigator and accomplished statesman;

the first to

explore and designate

these

The Ill-rues of 177(1.—May the men of toprove themselves worthy to be called their

day

sons.

hi- sovereign, in allowing the Atlantic shores
of New England, to fall into the hands of his
rivals, thereby changing the history of the New-

World.
To this sentiment

lion. Thomas

New Jersey—Where the Northmen of the
Scandinavian Peninsula founded their first
Colony in the new world.
The Valley of the Mississippi—The garden
of the world. Jts development in imputation,
wealth and power—in all that constitutes progress in the highest civilization, finds no parallel in history.

D'Arcy

McGee, of Montreal, a member of the Canadian Ministry,
responded, and it was one of the
flnest specimens of genuine eloquence, and
language artistically put together, that we evMr. McGee is

listened to.

er

man,

emigrated

to

a

this country about twenty

years ago, for a while was editor of the Pilot,
in Boston, removed to Canada in 1855, and in

1857 was elected to tlie Canadian Parliament,
since which time his star has lieen in the

as-

the vast domain of the

The Colony of Maxsaehvnett* Bay.—Founded in 10^9, by men of the same unconquerable will as those that brought Royalty to the
block, and discarded prescription as heresy.
Their descendants have ever shown a faithful
adherence to the doctrine of
Uniformity.”

Responded

by Hon Aniory Washlmrue,
Mass., cx-Governor of the Old
Bay State. The speech was excellent, full of
humor, and abounded with happy hits. He
thought, a few years since, that Maine was a
new State, recently settled, and that all the
to

a

down

his solemn protest ; but lie had become converted—he gave
it up. He really believed the veritable wolf
came

to enter

that suckled Romulus and Remus had been

lit*

iirciiHivil

whs

tn

tlisnnfj*

it.

Ilis

erty of conscience,—freedom to worship God.
To the former the winter was cold, dreary and
insurmountable; to tlie laitcr neither cold or

to

the United State*.
the Hand—“Hail Colum-

It was
tide set

the

not

answer

bencficyall riv-

readers

»»

the

iinj-HK

iiix

A

day

or

will

bring

us

all

The Fall of (Juelw, tinder the leadership of
the heroic Wolfe, in 1751), which gave peace,
security, and*progress to the frontier settlements of the colonies, and supremacy to English power iii North America.

Coi n

t

w

ill bold

a

Levee

tlie Tontene

vicinity,

next

Hotel,

of soldiers in
that

The ladies of

Kiu nswick.

at

Brunswick,
Evening, at

tlie army.
attend.

Let

Thursday

for the benefit

everybody

Correction'.—A typographical

error

hi

in

our

paragraph relating to that Brunswick letter
Saturday, made 11s say that Mr. Lindsay’s legal
adviser “saw a letter for Mr. Lindsay.” It
should have read “from Mr. Lindsay, or one
of the firm.
How

Economize.—Children always

to

out their shoes at tlie toes first, and the
inventor of copper tip* deserves tlie thanks of
all parents. One pair of shoes witli these tips
wear

will outwhere two
for sale

pairs

without.

They

are

every shoe-dealer in the United

by

States.
Wo are informed that at a town meetto deside the question of paying bounties

ing
Volunteers, Sampson Heed

to

moved to raise

lift y dollars each to pay the tine of thoss who
should be drafted. This is one way the secess-

ion Sympathisers have of discouraging Enlistments.

Complimentary.-We understand that
few of the

a

neigliliors

and frieuds of 1st Lieut.

James II. Nichols, of Brunswick, ol Co. K, goth
Bcg't, have presented him with an elegant
sword, as a tribute of regard for his manly
qualities and self-sac raticing spirit. Lieut
Nichols was doing a snug and profitable business in Brunswick, hut he has abandoned it
for his

country's

if k

*

niTKB

in*.

—i

arenrs

who wn»n to

atom

expense of buying a new pair of
shoes every month lor their children, can do so by
buying the Metallic Tipped Shoes. One pair with the
tips will wear as long a* three without, The Tipped
Boots and Shoes are sold by all Shoe Dealers in the
the annoy Alice ami

United States.
American Shoe

Tip Co.,

Street, Boston.
11. M. REA RCE, Treasurer.

•epl*6w

Id8 I’eari

DII. 1*. 1*. t^UIMBY, would give notice that he ha
Portland, ami cau.be found at his Room,
No. 13 Internationai. House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he w ill attend to all wishing to consul

be done in the way of encouraging enby individual ctlbrt than many seem
to think. As an example, we understand that

aul8 »52 eod

Corner Smith ami C ongress Sts.

listment's

|

on

Saturday atternonn, Otis

Ci

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSIAH IIEA LD. No. 211 Congress Street, first door east of 1st Pari.-h Church,

n.KU.Lsq.,de-

Portland, Me.

\ posited with (’apt, Dooley .a paper pledging bintseif to

divide

one

hundred

dollars

equally

Physician

among the first four men who should enlist after that time, and two men have already en-

and the .name of Samuel Belcher lees been
placed upon the ticket.—We are informed that

Pennsyirmiia—To whose archives \ve are
indebted for the only exact account of Arnold’s
expedition to Canada.

Mr. Belcher stands squarely upon the rebublieatt platform and announces his intention to
vote for Mr. Coburn and tne entire republican

Office, corner
Portland, Me.

augTdly
LAMB. M. P.,
of Congress ami Chestnut Streets,

am*

Surgeon.—II. A

Particular attention

Who will lie the first ol the other two?

diseases

Sewall Cram has declined the nomination for County Attorney in Franklin County,

of the eye and

paid

to

Surgery, including
aug7—bind

ear.

11?

BROKERS* HOARD.
Salk ok Stocks.—Boston, August 30. 18*52.
74 i
#20 Eastern Railroad.
10.do.s 10 74’
127.do. 74?
¥ 1 I'm*-4ton and Maine Railroad.
113}
2 Western Railroad.12o
3 Michigan Central Railroad. 01*1
3,00>) United States Coupou Sixes (1881).1**1
non.do.llili
150 l idled States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.

]
lot]

ticket.

~u" Enthusiastic

war tin

clings

were

held

8.*mo I
States Certificates of Indebtedness.,... t*s*.1
720 United States Demand
1.00 .do.l«w
1,176 U. S. Coupons, August 19,.115]
7.9"o .do.115
3.000 American Cold.1161

in Hath every evening last vveek.t nlumbianliall
—the large.-t in the city—was crowded every

Notes.lo7.(

night.
Thursday evening lion. Josiah II.
Drummond of this city, and Hon. Hannibal
On

Belcher of Farudiigton

were

among the

8,*500

speak-

ers.

Ai

.do.116j
M 4RRTED.

telegram from

Ahkaik—liy
Augusta, received Saturday night, we Icain
that Augusta's quota, under the last call is already tilled by volunteers. Site can raise a
gi

a

-ta

hundred more in the

same

way.

liiur hundred men to the war.

Augusta.

Site has sent
Hats

oil' for

SHli ult, !'\ by Rev. 11 stebbins, Nicholas I.
Bo\d, of the Portland Batallion. t<» Mhs
Kate P
I drew Scott, Ku,, of flushing, N. V.
In I'.atlt 25th in-t. Mr. Israel 1). .Jones to .Miss Eli/a
A Hal!, both of China.
In Bath 28th ult. Mr. Harvey S. Dunning of Haipswell, to Miss Martha S. ijuimby, of Bath.
In Brunswick. Mr. Robert Skollicld to Miss Lydia
A. Curtiss, both of B.
!

j

Courier please copy.

20
21
23
27
27
30
28
3
f>
13

.Liverpool.Aug

30

Europa ...Boston.Liverpool.Sept
Hammouia.New York.. Hamburg.Sept

3
«
t>
6
9
10
13
17
20

City of New York. New York. Liverp«Hil.Sept

Hibernian.Quebec.IJverpool.Sept
Eastern.New York

Great

.Liverpool.Sept

Persia....New Y'ork.. IJverj>ool.Sept
City ot Washing'll.New Y ork.. IJverpool.Sept

Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Sept
Teutonia.New York. .Hamburg.Sept

M A 1 {I XK

Proposals for Fresh Bevf.
OKALEl» proposal* will be received at Portland,
P Maine, by the undersigned, until Tuesday, Sept.
for supplies of Fresh

o'clock, A. M.,
Ji W®,for*1tin*10 use
Heef
of volunteers

anil <1 rafted
camp Abraham Lincoln, Portland, Maine.

Commissary

eluded.)
if

NEWS.

Tiie undersign**] reserves the right to reject All bids,
he deems them unsatisfactory.
Endorse—“Proposal* for Fresh Beef.”
K. K. HARDING,
Ass’t Quartermaster General of Maine.
3t
September 1.

JOHN PIRIVTOV,
Ne. 183 Fare Street. Portland*

Keeps constantly

FAMILY
at

190
Wo

jsmnds

The subsistence must be of best quality, and be »ubto inspection. The undersigned reserves the

WASTED.
to

Stationary Engine.
VMAX
Make's Bakery, Cotmai Street.
run

Inquire

a

August 39.

at

*dlw

FOK HALE.
mnE nndorsigticd offi*rs for sale, chup, the DwellJL ing House, be now occupies, ou the corner of
Cumberland ami I'arri* Streets.
Fleaae call and examine for yourselves.
d«w
C. 1*. KIMBALL.
Aug. 30.

WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL

Dry G-oods Store,
102 MIDDLE

II.

FISHERMEN.
Gloucester 26th inst, n-Ii* Electric F!a*h.
Avers: Bridget Attn, Brown; Catalina Howard, and
Flying Mist. Whorff. Bav St Lawrence.
Ar at do 2»5th, *ch Lilly Dale, Gardiner, do.

C.

ST., PORTLAND.

LOVELL

A

SOM,

Having purchased the stock of
S. B. O O W E I* I,,
taken thn store recently occupied by him,

Ar at

And
would
invite the attention of Mr. Cowell** former customer*, as well as their own friend* and the public, to the

Kenney,

DOMESTIC FORTS.

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,

SAN FRANCISCO-—Sid Aug 27, ship Fearless,
It, Manilla.
NEW ORLEANS— In port 17th. bark Argean. rotter. to load sugar for N -w York nt *16 76 per hhd.

Which

they have Just added, to their former well selected stock.
£ ff'No trouble to show goods: call and tec before
purchasing elsewhere.
dtf
Aug. 29th, 1MB.

Ii

BALTIMORE—Ar26th, bark Senaea, FHnhagf,
Berry. Alex&ndiia.
Phillips. Bangor; sch* J F
Finland, Crowell, Uoiiton; Iia Bliss, Collins, New

Kio Janeiro; William.
Ar 28th, brig Monica,

Works !

New'

Y'ork.
At (^unrantioe 2dth, brig Col W Coggins, from Mntau/as.
Cld 25th. brig* J C Coale, Limlen, I’ernambneo;
F Nelson, Wilev. Boston.

CAREY'S U. S.
Adopted by tho

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th. brig AbnerTavlor,
Taplev, Tiinidad; J M Sawyer, Bryai t. Key West;
whs D L Sturges. Norris. Provinc town.
Cld 27th, brig Anna, Mi»rrnw St Thomas: sch® Sophia Godfrey, Howell, New London; B Frink,Smith,

War

TACTICSj

Department; also,

"W'nr

Telegram

’ambririgeport.

Spark-*,

ship

Wifmingt-m,
Kupieo'n.

Dennis, j

Staples,
...I

ity.

Mil 2Stl». *eh Marin l^nUU, Camming*, Now York
NEW HKUFoUb-CId 29th, mrli Monitor. Iloyo,
Portland.
NEWBCRYPoKT— Sid 24tb, sch Susan Moore.
Stront. Baltimore
SALEM—Ar28th, sell Nepooaet, Ingraham, Rockland.
CALAIS—Sid 22d ach Lyndon, Smith, Newport.
Md 23d, sc ha Figure. Robbins, Providence: Albion,

Map,

publipbt'd for 25 cent,.
BALL L. DAVIS,
S3 Kxchnnrc Street
llret map

Cld 22th, brig Chas Miller, Brewer, !h>ston; sch*
Charter Oak, Butler, do: K F Lewi®, York, Portlami;
J W Hull, < a in. Beau flirt.
NEW YORK—Ar 2Srh, bark Diligence, Young,
1 anlena* 13th: brig* P I Nevin*. William*, (late Cole
deceased) Mansanllso July 27: *ch* Telegraph, Terry,
LingHti lOtli; Koan. Perry, Calai®; B 8 Lindsay, Savagt Saco; Palas. Pendleton. Rockland: Tugwassa,
Patten. Ellsworth; Citizen, Dili kwater, Vinalhaven.
Cfd 24th, ship K L Lain'. Brver, Liverjiool: bark
Whistling Wind. Havtjn. New Orleans: brig Aroo*took. Sweet. Cette; Keltaa.-ika, Giles, New Orleans;
Dirigi>. Shaw, do.
At 29th, barks Grotto, Craig, New Orleans; Saxonville, Singer. Cietifttego*; brig* Atlantic. Black,
BarbHil«»e*: (dimer Mcridetti. Snow, Trinidad; Keoka. Runts, Mau-auilla; Harriet, Tiioomb. Kemedloe;
rchs (' li Cook,
Jacmel; Aid, Gooding, New
Orlean*; A E Willard. Conlev. Bangor.
Ar fljrtth.
Templar. Martin, Calcutta.
Cld 24th, ®hi|i* Sea Serpent, line, San Francisco; j
F B Cutting, Maloney, and Mouarch of the Seas, 1
Speocer, Liverpool j hat k Andes, .Shepherd, ( ardcnas; *ch Kossuth, Gordon. Saco.
I'KoVIDENt E— Ar 2'*:h, sch* Franklin, Allen.
Calais; Maiia Lunt, Bo>uton, ami Lodu.-ka, Oliver,
Bun gi»r.
BRISTOL—Ar28tli, sch W A Crocker, En dicot t,
from Rombiut. t** repair.
B« »ST(>N—Ar 3f»tb, “bin Minstrel, Clifford, Malaga
Jtilv 18; «chs Eastern Be.le, lamer. Glace Bay CB;
Randall. Calais; Katan, Cook, KM#worth;
(.rar, do; Cora, Poland, Bangor;
Li'otiiine. ( tutworth, do; Jacob k William, FH»Ur;
Helen, Harris, do; Columbia. Blancharii, do; Ailoline Hamlin, Lansil, do; Lizzie, Poland. Bristol: Anthreconhora, Gott. Cutler: A|leghan. Stahl. Waldoboro; Richmond. linker. Richmond; Mary Shield®,
Watte, Gardiner; Henrietta. Blancharii. do; Eliza !

U

half, by giving

one

three dav » notice to the successful bidder, and to reall bids if he deem* them un*al is factory.
Endorse Proposal* for Subsistence.”
E. K. HARDING,
A s’t Quartermaster Geueral of Maino.
Augnst 29.
dtsepl

ject

repairs.

V.

Black Tea.

right to increase the amount to

disasters.

.—

under-

jectml

Ilark Amanda, (of Bangot) Oarle, at Boston, from
N York lor Bristol E. reports 10th. lat 40. Ion *13, had
a burricaue from S>F. to S and SW, when
ruuniiig
under close recited maintopsail, and while attempting
to take it in broached to and was thrown on her
beam etxti. The foremost waa then cut away, caraway head oI mainmast and miaou topmast;
with 12 inches water iu the hold. Ha* two
streak* list to nort. Put in for
Sch Robert Mows, Jr., from \ al«*ncia for Boston,
which grounded near l'arifa. ami taken to Gibraltar,
would discharge, her bottom bcidg damaged.
A sell nt Lewes, Del, from a southern port, report®
the wreck of bark Burnette from Havana off Lookout Shoal*, on the 22d inst. The bark belonged in
Belfast, and i* a total wreck. Her curgo was consigned to a Arm in New York.
Sell Admiral, Trefethen, at Newport, from Dover
for Kondout, has been hauled on the marine railway
for cleaning and repairs.

Cl.I

by the

pound* Sugar, CofTee Crushed,
100 gallons Vinegar,
480 pounds Adamantine Candles,
1440 pounds Soap,
22 bushel* Salt.
9") bushels Potatoes,
3*10 gallons Molasses.

Eurt

4

GROCERIES,

will be received

MEMORANDA.

aw are <

of

Maine, until the 2d day of
1W2, at 4o’clock. P. M.. for the following
Heptemtier,
suiisisfcuce stores, to be delivered at Camp Abraham
Lincoln, Portland, Maine, in such quantities as may
be required, part of which may be wanted by the 3d
day or September:
40 barrel* Mrs* Pork,
113 barrel* Mess Beef,
100 b irrela Flour.
Hard Breud. (in barrel*,)
BOipounds
77 bushels It.-an*, (ill barrels.)
8500 pound* Ric-», (in l»ag* or barrels,)
BiOO pounds ( ofl'ee, roasted and grouud,

Rtrk ftenaes. at IkHimoro from Kio Janeiro, had
calm weather between the lat of 20 ami 21 N. On
July 14, Cape Frio beating \V t?» milt*, at 11 I’M, the
skv being overcoat, and the wind light from the westward, a terrific explosion occurred within 30 or 40
yards of the vessel, throwing the water up a distance
of 80 to 100 feet, and making a report like a 04-pounder—supposed to be an nreolite.
Shin Geo lluribut. Mason, at New York from Liverpool July 20. reports passed through the northern
of a hurricane, tin* barometer falling iu two
ours eight-tenths, and as suddenly rising again.

Haml.Tarr.di>; Somerset, Pool, Anguata;

assortment

.Vholenle ami Retail. HU old friend, and enaam invited to Kim liiui a call.
[anK3U 3m

Proposal*
SEALED
signed, at Portland.

Sunday. Anguat 31*
ARRIVED.
Brig Eudonis, Haskell, Sydney NS.
Brig K S Haskell, Cunningham, Boston.
Sch C Mathews, (of Searsport) Mathews, Sydney
CB—ithal.
Sch Wm Jones, Jones, Philadelphia.
Sch Gen Marion, tiritbn. Philadelphia.
Sell Francisco, kdby, El i/abet bport.
Sch Monitor. Beueev, Wareham.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Button.

(

general

Proposal** for Subsistence.

ter.
Sell Ellen Mcrriman, Hamilton, Baltimore, by K G
Y'ork k Son.
Sch J ii Counce, Dodge, New Y'ork, by KG York
k Son.
Sch White Sea, Littlefield, Boston.

South ( hatham 20th inst, sch U 6

a

tuimm

CLEARED.
Sell Martha Greenough, (Br) Stoddard, Windsor
NS, by master.
Sell Ply month, (Br) Smith, l’ictou NS. bv master.
Sell Mary Jaue, (Br) Dexter, Chevarte NS, by mas-

at

hand

on

prime

Cole, Mt Desert.

Bassett, Bank (^uereau, 800 <|tls codfish.

STOREr

FAMILY GROCERY

Saturday, August 30.
ARRIVED.
Bark Sarah B Hale. Cmwther, Cardenas Aug 12th.
Sch Sarah, (Br) Iteed, Westport NS.
Sell Belle, Foss, New York.
Sell Novel, Clark, Eastport.
Sell Bloomer, Lowe, Bristol.
Sell Palo Alto. At wood, Mt Desert.

rying
righted

men, at

1 he number of volunteer* and drafted men in
camp
will be about three thousand. The beef must be furnished them in such quantities as mav bo from tlino
lo lime re.iaired, and .hi such dmva as shall be designated by the Acting Assistant
of Subsistence. who shall give the contractor due notice of
the amount needed.
The beef to be furnished must be of good and
wholesome quality, in quarters, sawed and cut, with
mi equal proportion of each, (neck* and shanks ex-

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Light,

Mi:.

MUSIC FOU THE MILLION,
Engagements may be made with
J. COLE, Lerulcr, 19| Market Square,
Or C. L. Cl RTIfl, Secretary.
Sept. 1, dlw.

Hum. Near York Bremen.Avjf .‘to
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 30

L1

New York

BAND,
>.

■

it short notice.

T<» HEP ART.

Glasgow.

■

Lcnilcr.
COLE, and the member* of Hie Portland
having returned from the war. tin- Hand
been re-organized and consolidated on
t-iji’hiH
ll*c ol<*
and is now prepared to furnish

TO ARKtVK.

Snow. Bath: Delaware. Cleate*. Yarmouth.
TAI NTON—Ar 28th, sch J P Wallace,
New York.

service.

_

might

The Eastern Coast of yew England—The
of tin* couliict of the races, where alternated the fortunes of the French and English.

of the races upon this continent; the home of
the loyalist in Revolutionary times. Uistin-

Levee

1 OFiKi

F.

•yjji.

Liverpool

Ar

iff Marcellus Emery,—the man who advocated Jell'. Davis’ cause, and opposes tlie war,
has been nominated for Senator hy the Danaites in Penobscot.

v.—The Hcpnbllcan

arena

Plymouth limitation—Founded by men of
strong faith, of earnest, piety—educaated under
the teachings of Bobinson and Brewster at
Leyden, they were fitted to become, pioneer*,
in the new movement towards civil and religious liberty.
Ah»ru Scotia—The earliest battle ground

Marshal Clark.

right

listed.

sel built on the North American continent; the
germ ol that naval architecture which has
made Maine the foremost community of the
world in shipbuilding.

to

ZW An organ lias been purchased and
placed in tlie Congregational Church at Fryburg.
ey It was Charles, not J. S. Colly, w ho
was arrested the other day at Gorham by

the

The ('oast Line of Maine—The nursery of
seamen; affording the highest advantages for
maritime and commercial pursuits; more deeply indented than any on the globe. The efforts
and skill of modern science have laid open its
most secret recesses, to the uses of commerce.

ves-

forget

not

Convention which was holden at Dover, the ! him.
First Examination at office.#2 00
itsth, nominated tin* following otficers:
Commissioner—It. A. Snow of Atkinson.
! FAch subsequent sitting at office.60
City Patients, tirst Examination at residence,... 2 60
Treasurer—It. Dearhorti, Koxcrofi.
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 UU
Clerk of Courts—It. Kittridge, Milo.
August 10, lS«i2.—tf
ltegister of Deeds—David Shepherd, Seliec.
Sherifl-—E. .1. Hale, Foxcroft.
Senator—Thomas il. Seabury, Parkniun.
TP^Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
tin- Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by InhaKnoopkaoing LNi.isritK.NTs.—Much more
lation.
By C. Morse, M. !>.,

The Brotherhood of y at inn#—The holiest
of all Brotherhoods; requiring only that mankind should remember their parentage, their
relationship, and their inheritance.

The Virginia of Sagadahoc—Tlu'frst

to-day, will

returned to

PiscATAqris

great men of his time.
The Mountains ami the Seas.—Hindrances
to the sluggish—Helps to the Adventurous.

two

Mason

Camp

Soldi i; it's Fiuend.

confined to his house for several days by severe
illness, so that “only oue of us” has been on

duty.
again.

without Kilties

are

furnish them with the “bread of life.”

r. JD. OUIIPS, Uits

.il,

of the sol-

much for the enemy, and those who may

visit

had all his attention given in that direction,
and our Senior publisher, Mr. Foster, has been

navigator; whose efforts, in acts of government in Virginia, and of naval skill in exploring and delining the boundaries of New England, which h<* made known by maps ami description, give bis name a j lace among the

The Memory of Ex-C<>eernor King, tin* First
Governor of Maine, after she ceased to be a
Province of Massachusetts, and became one ol'
the States of the luion.

so

ill overlook all

w

regi-

provided. Many
or Testaments,having
fully expected to obtain them here, but have
not been able to leave the ground.
We trust our patriotic friends who are doing

diers

lieen elected 1st Lieut, of the first company of
tlic Portland Battalion. and has. of course,

Hollanders; whose tolerant spirit and commercial enterprise, laid the foundation of the great
metropolis of the New World.
CapL John Smith, the daring soldier and

Sir William Chips.—The Ship Carpenter
of Woolwich.—The lx»ld seaman and adventurer, th** Baronet, the successful General and
Governor.—His life and character illustrated
the spirit and genius of New England.

our

with which our other

well

ments were

a good time that it would
repeat it.

We trust

Siuliinn

of Manhattan, by

to

inclined

dispatch

aiul necessaries

imperfections tor a day or two. Our Senior
ha* been absent, serving the country by aiding
in arousing the patriotism of the people at

of our Colonial ancestor'.
Colonization

soon

in-iriiip

twn

Portland Daily Press.
with which our last troops have
been raised and hurried into camp, lias prevented them from obtaining many little couiThe

that that it was such

Sagadahoc, bheepseot, Peimnjuid and Mon began ; the theatre of early maritime discovery
and settlement; the designed seat of Empire
The

flay, and

(‘onstnirt

For the

people. The occasion, therefor has had its practical uses, and will contribute to a lasting good.
At nearly 12.30 A. M. the next morniny, the
train containing those w ho left this city on the
morning of the celebration, came rushing into
the Kennebec and Portland depot, and all were
glad to find rest and quarters at that unseasonable hour. No accident occurred; no evidences of dissipation were visible, anil all felt

er

Iinmininttft /if

late in the

tn

engines for these steamers has been accepted
by tlie Navy Department at Washington, and
that they will be put in hand forthwith.

those of our own

George Weymouth, tlie early explorer of the
coast of New England; memorable lor his description of our own coast, and his exploraAitrinut

Cfumvinv

tives of Canada come down to the sea-board
to mingle their voices and their affections w ith

tion of the continent, which lie had apparently
secured to his nation, pass into the hands of
his rivals.

Thp

ers, of alsiut 1000 tons each, are to lie built
here. Also, that the ofler of the Portland

evening, tired and
Weary, the party reached the wharf at Hath,
feeling that a very large business had been
transacted on a very small capital: that a very
big “boo" had been given to a moderately
small sized horse. The occasion, however,
was one to be remembered, other than lor its
tiresome and tedious accompaniments. It was
refreshing to sec so large a party drawn together from all parts of the State. It was
more refreshing to see the numerous visitors
from our Mother, the old Bay State. It was
doubly refreshing to see the noble representa-

Historical Society.
Richard Vine*, the faithful friend of Sir
Ferdinando (Jorges; whose occupation of the
country, to the time of his appoiutinent as Deputy Governor of the “Province of Mayue,” in
lts44, upheld the title of his nation, against the
French, and saved New England to his country.
Pierre du Gan, Seigneur Be Mont*, the Patentee of the first charter of Henry of Navarre,
who sacrificed empire and fortune rather than
his religious faith, and beheld the fairest por-

tion of" the most excellent and
of Saehadehoc.”

getting
rapidly

are

in any part of the country. We are informed
from good authority that twoside-w heel steam-

modations, and late In the

Hesponded to by J. W. Thornton, Esq., of
Boston.
The following sentiments were read, but tlie
intended resiionses were omitted, it was voted, however, that all the speeches intended to
have liccn given, w ith various interesting letpamphlet form, by

gratified to
see that our Portland umcldnists and
shipwrights are beginning to Is: appreciated. No
better or more thorough workmen can Is: found

towards the boat*. At six
o'clock the company left the Fort, with a strong
wind and tide ahead. It was very uncomfortable on board, owing to the crowded accom-

in which the forms of tlie common law were
put into practice.

in

Naval Contracts.—We

Maritime Adeenture and Dixeorery—illustrated by the men of Bristol and the Severue;
whose Cabots and Gilberts pointed the way to
the northern shores of the New World. The
name of
Kaleigh Gilljort shall ever be honored,
for his fidelity, in conducting to these shores,
the Colony of Popkam.

The Queen of Great Britain.
Hesponded to by lion. John J. Day, President of the St. Georges’ Society, of Montreal.
Change and Progre**—These make up tlie
history of the world, mental, moral and physical. Slow ly were they written upon its pages,
till Fulton, Stephenson, Henry and Morse,
solved the problem of intercommunication by
steam and lightning.
Hesponded to by lion Francis O. J. Smith.
The Saco—Thu home of Vines, and companions in 1616, and the first seat of justice,

published

tile harbor.

Sir John Pophttm, the able, learned and uj»Chief Justice of England, by the appointof Elizabeth; under the shadow of whose
great name, was laid the foundation, of the
Colossal Empire of the Western World.

bia.”

ters, lie

at

ment

ed.

Hesponded

day afternoon, “under convoy” of a large fleet
of Yachts, which presented a Hue ap|icarance
as they came around the Breakwater, under a
press of canvas, and tired salutes on entering

riglit

hunger iiad terrors, and they triumphed in the
strength of Him in whom they so firmly trust-

Popiiam.—The

Tiie Fleet fkom Fokt

UlvOIUi AMZILI

*

Londonderry.

Sch Eastern

Revenue Cutter Caleb Cushing, from Fort
Popham, arrived here about 4 o’clock Satur-

THE OLD PORTLAND

Mails are forwarded by overy steamer in tfie regular lines. The steamers for or from
calf at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

City of Wasliing'n. Liverpool.New York Aug
North American. Liverjiool.Quebec.Aug
Asia.Liverpool.New York..Aug
Bornssia.Southampton.New York Aug
Etna.Liverpool.New York ..Aug
Australasian.Liverpool.Now York..Aug
Norwegian.LiverjamJ.Quebec.Aug
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York .Sept
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Sept
Scotia.Liverpool-New York..Sept

ADVERTISEMENTS,

j

STEAMSHIPS.”

SAILING OF OCEAN

off victorious.—

came

SEW

_

lii this city 28th inst, Francis Joseph de Bollctuille,
son of K. 1’. ami I.. II. Leprohon,
aged 8 months.
In Brunswick 25th inst, Mm. A.ues Muir, aged 35
years ami 8 months.
In < ampobello 17tli inst, John Gilligau. aged lii
years 4 months.
In Lubee 19th ult, Fanny M. Hunt, aged 29 years
11 months.

There is to lie another trial this week.

Henry W riothesley, Fort of Southampton.
Patron of lattices, and of American Colonization; thi' friend and associate of Sir Ferdinando Gorges; whose joint fillers procured
the Koyal charter of April 10, liibti; the basis,
on which rests the title of our
race, to the NewWorld.

trading company, who came to the New
World for commercial purposes of gain; the
latter came to establish a great principle,—lib-

7

She was res-

pany, the Falmouth

The Memory of George Popkam, who led
hither the first English Colony; liecame the
head of its government by the election of his
companions, and left his bones to mingle with
thi' soil of New England, upon the Peninsula
of Sablno.
The Memory of Sir Ferdiuundo Gorge*, the
Father of English Colonization in America.

mere

of
by

.Mississippi valley.

The Memory of Governor Still iron—The
r*;irlit’st Histnrinn of' his nntiv<> Stuff* :m<l th«*
honored Chief Magistrate of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, of which Maine then
constituted a part; his residence on the hanks
of the Kennebec, titled him for the study of
the earliest annals of our State, and made him
eminent not only in the department of Law,and
of Statesmanship, but of History.

applause.
The reason why the Popham colony was ephHe
emeral, he though easily explained.
wouldn't say it if there were any Episcopalians, or Unitarians present—lie presumed there
were none—(the joke was pointed by the fact
that tlie Episcopal element predominated) hut
Popham undertook toscttle an English clergyman from the government
establishment; if lie
had settled a real genuine, old-fashioned Orthodox CongregationaJist, his colony would
have been a success, and not a failure; hurrying from pleasantry, lie said hr had no question
as to tlie reason why Popham failed out, while
Plymouth lieeamc the germ of a great nation.
Tlie former was settled by adventurers—a

or

narrowly escape ddrowning.
cued by one of the workmen on Galt’s wharf,
named Kelley. The child was jostled off the
wharf by some boys at play.
ujyThe beautiful Steam Fire Engine, “Falmouth,” built by the Portland Company, was
on exhibition in front of the Post Office, Saturday afternoon. We understand that in the
trial on Saturday, between the “Falmouth,”
and the new steamer from the Amoskcag Com-

ing onr own, preserve the world's peace.

r<>-

marks were received with shouts of

The President

and

Diplomacy: the instrument of International
Conciliation—wisely used by the Master's
hand; may it guide us as it has guided our
perilled Ship of State past the threatened dangers of foreign intervention, and while restor-

to-day; that the peninsula of Sabtno was
the place were the Romans found their Sabine
wives, and if the claim should be set up that
Noah anchored his ark in the neighlmring bay,

seen

girl,

0

years old, fell into the dock between Galt’s and
Boston Steamers’ wharves, Saturday afternoon,

and Art—Twin products of civilionce the loftiest expressions of human genius, and the most
elevating in tliejr
influence on mankind—the works of a Longfellow and an Akers attest that their grow this
native to our soil, and that after the lapse of
two centuries and a half, the wilderness,hi this
highest efflorescence of humanity, has indeed
been made" to blossom as the rose.”

record farther back than tlie birth of tlie

mother, he

morning

10 o'clock.

at

Child Overboard.—A little

l'oetry

zation,

news.

armory this

The rights of New England citizenship—
Hard Work with Freedom; Hard Thought
with Generosity; Hard Fighting with Patience unto Victory.

civilization ol the world flowed out from the
Old Bay mother. When he learned that the
daughter proposed, by this celebration, to show

to-day’s
liy the tel-

J
talion, who have not passed their surgical examination, are requested to meet at tlic-ir

The Clergy of New England—Who by their
early and assiduous devotion to popular education, became the architects of our civilization. Their teachings and influence have saved our prosperity from degenerating into luxury, and have helped to preserve in our children the fidelity to principle, and fear of God,
which characterized the fathers and founders
of the New England colonies.

of Worcester*

for

prepared

The members of Co. A, Portland Bat-

—

ent

Much matter,

egraphic

Ilhode Island—The early home of toleration, and of civil and religiousfreedom
the
greatness of whose example is in inverse proportion to theextent of her territory.

with tlie North in its contest with the presrebellion.

es

Jty*

paper, and in type, is crowded out

The West—The proudest achievement of
modern civilization. The march of empire
Westward—unlike the conquering hordes of
Attila, or the advance of the Tartar tribes of
Tamerlane—diffuses peace, plenty, anil content, among the teeming millions, that throng

cendant, and he has been one of the most popular, eloquent, and influential men of all our
northern neighbors. Mr. McGee, unlike too
many Canadians, is a warm and generous
friend of our country, aud warmly sympathiz-

was

communication.

The Art of War— The only guarantee of the
blessings of peace. For the v;ist improvements
in the means of attack and defence of the present day, our country is mainly indebted, to
the ability, caution, and consummate skill, of
the distinguished Chief of the Bureau of Engineers of the Army of the United States.

native Irish-

DIED.

brought before Judge Lane this morning, on a
charge of “stealing a newspaper called the Daily Press.” He was sentenced to the county
jail for the term of ten days. This practice
among a certain cla-s of boys is becoming too
prevalent, and a more severe punishment
should be applied, if they do not stop their
thieving propensities.
If “Mechanic” will give us his real
name we shall lie very glad to publish his

broken.

shores; whose plans of Empire, more vastand
sagacious than any of his time, failed of success, only through the short-sightedness of

TOWN.

Municipal Court—Aug. 30.
Alonzo 13. Howard, a lad of 14 years,

distinguished for tlie intelligence of its people,
and the ability of its public men.
New Brunswick—Cotcmporaneons with
Maine in origin, and neighbors in territory;
may the bonds of good fellowship never be

responded.

ABOUT

MATTHUS

Aiir.

29.1*3.

dtf

SCHOOL]

SELECT
A

Select School for Young Ladies and Misses will be
opeued ou Monday, Sept, loth, at

Mo. 2S High Street, Portland.
Instruction riven in the Common and Higher English branches, Utin, French and Music.
For further i .formation

aug29eodtw»

apply

at No. 28 High St.
-A. H. DC RUIN.

City of Portland.—Eleetion

Notice.

Is herebv given that in pursnancc of Warrant* from the Mayor and Aldermen of the
of 1'ortlaod. the iHabitant* thereof, qualified according to law to vote for State and County Officers, will
mo t in their respective Ward Room*, or usual places
of meeting, on Monday the eighth day of September
next at ten o’clock in the forenoon, then nnd there
to give in their votes for C.oVernor, four Senators,
and four Representative* in the State Legislature,
for Comity Treasurer. County Commissioner. County
Attorney, Register of Iht-ds, and Sheriff for the
County of Cumberland, and a Representative to Congress. Tho poll* on said day of election to remain
open until four o’clock in the afteruoou.when they
snail Ik* closed.
The Aldermen of *aid City will be in open session
at the Ward Room in the New City building (entrance ou Myrtle Street) from nine o'clock in the
forenoou to one o'clock in the afternoon, on each of
the three secular days next
preceding said day of
election, and from three o'clock to live o’clock iu
the afternoon on the last of *aid three secular davs,
for the purjKise of receiving evidence of the qualification* of voters, whose names have not been entered on the listsof qualified voters in and for the several Wards, and tor correcting -aid list*.
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
Portland, August 29. 1M3.
dtd

N’oTICE

City

Proposal* for

Tin and Hardware.

PROPOSALS will bo rwlml bv tho
undersigned at Augusta, Maine, until the 2d day
of Sept., Ixrtil. at 4 o'clock I*. M., for the following
articles, to be delivered in raul |Uitntirie« at t amps
Holbrook, Bristol.
“K. D. Keyes," Augusta. "Anrahuiu Lincoln." PortShi 2-'»tli. sch Alabama, Gardner, Providence.
MA( ill AS PORT—Sid 21st, sell Protection, Nut* | land. ami "John Pope,*' Bangor, by the loth day of
ter. Providence.
September, lx* >2, viz:
I**** Fin Plates.
GARDINER—Ar23d, sell October. Brown, Bos*

SEALED

9U0Q Tin

ton.
Ar 2dth, sch America, Baker. Yarmouth.
Kid 23d. *ctw William. Dunham, New York; Harriet Ann, Erskine, do; Shields, Wait, and Henrietta,
Blanchard. Boston.
Md 2*>th, sch October, Brown, Boston.
BA HI—Ar28tb, ach Messenger, Snow, Boston.

FOREIGN

‘.*>■0

i***>

Samples of the articles required may be seen at
Room No. 22. state House. Augusta.
Proposals will be receded for the whole quantity of
Tin Ware, or for lots of not less than 9KW seta; also

FORTS.

At Penang July 5 shin Maid of the Sea. Stanwood,
from Akyah, ar June 21. chartered for Calcutta and
back to‘the Straits nt 20.090 r*. 00 lay (lays. Shin I
Sonora. Brown, was expected from Singapore, to till
up for New York.
At Rangoon July 1, ship Ella E Badger, Healey,
j
from Boston, nr 24th.
At Melbourne June 25, ship Simoda. Smith, for
('alewtta same day.
At Fayh! 28th ult, hark Azor, Burke, from Boston, 1
ar 34th.
Ar at Rio Gramie July 1, brig Water Lilly, Tilton,
from New York.
Sid from Grand Turk 13th Inst, brig METhotnp*
son. Havener, for F~ist Harbor to load for X*"*v
York.
Ar at (Quebec 26th inst, ship Enoch Barnard. Ross, i
London.
At Gonaives* 12th inst. brig Pieo, Burrill, from Boa* j
ton tor Port au\ Pais next day.
At <'ienftieeos 5th inst, hark Benj Burgess, Snow. |
dkg, to load for Bo-ton.
At Mansanilla 1st inst, ship JuUet. Sinclair, from
Havana for
n, l<» «in5th: brig Xanta.*ket. Sawyer, from M Thomas for New York in ten

j

j

1

days.

At Trinidad 9th inst. hri Col Penniman, Cotfh.*,for
New York ltiduyn; onlv Am rican vessel.
At 1‘ietou 19th inst, Frig Nahunt. Stront, for S«*merect: sch J W Dnsk". Dr;*ko. tor do; Sarah, Wallace, for I lighten: Lejok. Whitmore, for «l<»; O.M
Petit, < lark, fordo; < lam. Bassett, tor do; Seven
Sister. Crowell, for do: F A Heath. Williams, tor
Providence. [Then* are upward* of 1<X) American
ves-e’s ill port, loading ami waiting to load j
Ar at St John N B 27th inst, soli l*rincv*s,Mahoney,
Bo.'-tOU.
Arar Halifax 2lst inst, seh Aruon, Small, from
Boston for Sydney CB, ( uj tain landed sick.

i
1

I
>

1

SPOKKN.
June Id, lat 31 59. Ion 2S, otf t ape Good Hope, ship j
Eliza. Knmmerliug. from Calcutta for Boston, ly ing
to in u heav y gale from the Wist.
Julv 29, oft* Tory laland.
signalized ship Cara- j

van, Child, from Liverpool July 24 for X vv \ork.
Aug S, lat 14 21. Ion IS. ship ( barter t »ak. ( ar* er,
from New York for l.iva r\ ool.
Aug 9, no tat, k*\ -hip Biu/il. of Bichinond, Me.
from N-" Orleans tor N»u York.
Allg 1. !;B 2 V> **. -!;: 11 Mi i:n,H. Woods, f: III
New York tor >au Franc -eo.
Aug l»’.?li, otr Sj Nicolai Mole, sell Tho* Woodard.
WeNh. 21 *Ihv * from Boston lor t oi|i>»jv e*
d J-- • rice, Jack-on. 12
Aug I'', otf Tortug.*-.
day* from New \ ork for Port an Prince.
\ug2oth, lat 2-3 2o, Ion 72. sell Johu Elliot, Wood,
17 da) $ from Boston lor liayti.

Dippers,

Knives,
Forks.

[

separate bids for th-.|kiuvc«
The undersigned reserves

ai d forks.
the right to reject all bids
if he deems them unsatisfaetorv.
TUos. t
J IIA1LY,
Is! l.icut., 17th Inf.. A. A. Q. M.
Augusta, Aug. 29. 1*4;2.
tsej>2

Proposals.
Quartermaster General's Office, I
Augusta. Aug. 2#th, 1*452. f
PROPOSALS will be receivisl at this office, in behalf of the U. S., until iuesdav. Sept. 2*1, proximo. at 12 M
for inamiiacturing 9800 Uniform Coats,
and the same number of Uniform Trowsers.
Proposals will state the price at which the work
will be completed, and delivered, sit h
Sept. *J>th,
Dct. 1st, Oct. 15th or Nov. 1st, at Portland, Augusta

1

i>r

Bangor.

Sample gannents may be seen at this office.
By order of the Governor,
F. M. SABINE. A. Q. M. G.
ang293td

\oUi'<* of’ K'orrrlosiir«k.
E is hereby given that the subscriber,

Joshllawkes, of Windham, in the County of
Limiberland and state «»f Maine, claims by mortgage,
two certain tract.* of land and the buildings thereon,
•ittiatc in said Windhuui. being the same conveyed in
mortgage to Frank D. Han sou bv Samuel K. Kemp,
t>_v hi* * feed *>f May 5th. A. l>. 18o7, recorded in thu
Cumberland Registry of Deeda. book 292, page 2b5,
which mortgage was duly assigned to me by the said
Frank D. Hanson, the 14th day of June, A. D. 1X59.
is will
assignment thereof recorded in said
appear
Registry, book 294, page 217. to which records 1 heretiy refer, for a more particular description of said
mwerty. The condition of said mortgage has l»een
broken,'by reason whereof 1 hereby claim a fort-cloture of the same.
Dated at \\ iudham, August 27th, 1X62.
JOSHUA It. IIAWKES.
wJwll

NOTHK.
ua

by

spirit«uUi»m.

FOSTER. Test M'dititn. tVom New York,
having recently returned from Europe, will
rive seeanees at .Vo. 30 Ch< *tnut Street. Hours from
Oo'clock A. M. to 4 I*. M.
II.

•

IVrwiM who desire to w itness the remarkable manfestal ion ot printing names ou the arm, can now
ia\e an

opportunity.

Portlatk*!. Aug 2". ix»52.

dlw

Rosirri,

Sing’e G.>nt!em<

-mail Families,
terms, at
No. 99 FEDERAL STREET

obtained
I^nl?

July 9),
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Movements of Jackson and Ewell.
FURTHER PARTICULARS.

FEDERAL OFFICERS CAPTURED.

the time only about
thirty
yards distant, and theelfect ofthe lire destroyed at least (itH) ol them in this action, however,
Hampton lost one of his guns. He had to
change his position to the left as h-■ was unable to maintain himself under the lire which
the rebels poured into him.
1 he battle in other
quarters raged furiously,
tlie general result of which has
already been
stated from oilier source-. The position ofthe
forces on Thursday night remained about the
same as it was at the commencement of the
action. The loss on both sides Is heavy,
Gen. Duryea while engaged in making a reconnoisancc to-day was wounded in the head.
The lighting up to 12 o'clock to-day was of a
desultory character. Wo occupy the ground
where the rebels had buried the dead.
enemy

RAILROAD TRACK TORN Ul> AND TRAINS
CAITUBED.

Rebels attacked

by Hooker’s

were

BUT LITTLE FIGHTING SUNDAY.
Our

Division.

RETREAT OF THE ENEMY.
GEN. JACKSON AT MANASSAS.
CARS BURNED.

sources:

On

night,

Washington, Aug. 30.
following is gathered from private

Wednesday

A.

M.,

or

rather

Tuesday

report reached Warreutou Junction,
that Jackson was again in our
rear, and that
Instead of making an attack and
retiring as
Id' cavalry did on Friday night last at Cat let's
a

Troops

in Good

Station,

he hud taken up a position on their
reur.-B) miles south of Manassas. He had token
2 railroad trains, torn up the track, and took
prisoners all the guards along the road.
They prove to have been true, and events of
Wednesday showed Ids determination not to
be easily driven from the
neighborhood.
It seems, from what can be learned from rebel wounded in our hands, that Jackson and
Ewell started from the vicinity of Warreoton
Springs on Sunday with 3 divisions, crossed
the liapiutlianuock some 6 miles south of Bine
Ridge, and proceeded by way of Orleans and
Salem to Bristol, making the distance in about
2 1-2 days. On reaching this
point, their tlrst
object to attack was the house of Mr. Lepswhere
10
otlicers
were stopping, and
comla',
who were on the back porch at the
time,
smoking. The house was at ticked both front
and rear, and bullet holes in the wood and
plaster, with the fact that none of the party
were wounded, showed what
poor marksmen
these rebel cavalry were. The entire
party,
however, with the exception of (apt. O. A.
were
taken
Tildermore,
prisoners. The names
of the otlicers taken prisoners are as follows:
Lt. Pierson, 1st N. V.; Lt. Allen and 2 other
Lts. of same regiment; Lt. of l'a. 57th: 1st
Lt of Co. IL. Pa. lU&fh; a Captain of Maine
4th; Lts. iTmlergust and Johnson of N. V.

engineer suspecting something wrong,stopped

Private advices from
Fredericksburg as late
3 o’clock yesterday P. M., give contradiction to the current reports with reference to
the burning of bridges and destruction of
property in that locality. There has been no
such proceedings.
Gen. Burnside had possession of that city certainly at 3 o'clock
yes-

Gen. Schenck arrived to-day.
He was
wounded in the right wrist, in the battle yes-

terday.

Quite a number of casualties in New York
ami Penn, regiments have been received.
A dispatch from Col. Fitch denies the hanging of 2 hostages or the killing of any person
•by his late White River expedition, excepting
in lair battle.
Kvkni.no—Information received here indicates that there has been Imt little if
any lighting to-day. Our army arc well concentrated,

The pursuit was continued towards Centrcville Thursday 1*. M., and a squadron of the
2d Pennsylvania cavalry w ith Gen. Girney was
in the advance, and stopped at Centrcville to
enquire the route taken by the enemy. While
there a woman waved a flag from a hack w inflow, at which signal a force of rebel cavalry
about 2000 strong, under Lee, emerged from
the woods. Our men had scarcely time to
mount their horses and escape them coining
down the road at full speed, tile enemy in
swift pursuit. They were followed until they
came to where our infantry were drawn up in
line of battle on each side ofthe road, at which
point the rebels received a volley which caused
them to retreat at more than a double quick.
Our troops took up the iiuc of inarch and
followed the rebels during the night on the
Gainesville anil Warreutou road, uud soon
r.one in
sight of them posted near the old
Gull linn battle ground in strong jiosilion and
under cover of the woods.
The action commenced about 9 o’clock, our
batteries having been placed in position, and
Milroy’s brigade having the advance was ordered to charge the reltels through the woods
and to cross toward the railroad
switch, when
the enemy poured into our
troops a perfect
storm of grape and canister.
This caused
them to tall back, but they soon rallied and
paid the enemy with interest. The rebels
here rose en masse behind the rail mail track
and again caused our men to fall had;, which
they did behind Hampton’s Pittsburg battery,
which ojiciicd upou the rebels
terrifically. The

30.

Newbern,

ami will be scut out of
Washington to make
room for patients from the recent
battles, who
are

already arriving.

quarters.
Between 50 and 100 clerks repaired to the
battle Belli in compliance with a request
an

order,

from

Pennsylvania

>ats are scarce
western at 58 a ti

near

Katun Rouge to be Ecacvated—Stonewall
Jackson's Army at Fairfax Court House—
(Jen.

go forward.

day.
31st.

Massachusetts

Surgeons

going forward.

EXCITEMENT.

CHEAT

New Youk. August 31st.
A corps of 12 Massachusetts surgeons arrived at the New England Rooms this morning
and reported to Col. Howe. They art; en
route to til" seat of war under a special order
from the Secretary of War to Gov. Andrew.
Col. Howe provided transportation South lor
them, anti rendered such oilier aid as was essential to speed them on their way to thesceue
of tiieir humane labors.
The ladies of the New England Rooms have
been busily employed all day packing necessrry articles, such as bandages, lint, medical
stores, A c., which have been forwarded by
Col. Howe with the above corps of surgeons.
51K) recruits for the veteran Massachusetts
regiments arrived this afternoon, and were today forwarded to join their commands.
The meagre intelligence received this afternoon from Washington, with the known activity in military circles, and the departure of surgeons South, have caused great and intense
excitement here. The newspaper ollices were
beseiged for further and more definite news to
a late hour to-night,
and much disappointment was manifested by the masses at its uonnception. 40 surgeons from this city left for
Washington this evening. Three New York
State regiments arrived to-day, and left this
afternoon. All sorts of rumors arc alloat, of
both good and bad tenor.

Immense Excitement in Boston*

Hospital

Stores Forwarded.

Mayor Wightman
Troops
URGENT

Excitement in

gone to render

st

CALL

aid.

Alexandria.
FOR

NURSES.

Boston, Aug. 31st.
thls’city to-day is quite equal

to what followed tile first battle of Hull Run.
Notices appeared in Sunday papers, and were
also given from the pulpits, requesting people
to contribute lint, linen, whiskey, cordials,and
other hospital stores necessary for the wounded. A very large amount of such articles
was gathered and sent forward
by train tonight. A large sum ill money was also contributed. Mayor Wiglitmaii, several members
of tin; City Council, squad of 2d policemen,
and several physicians, left by night train to

Alexandria, Va., August 80.
There are still a large number of troops in
Alexandria awaiting transportation to the field
of battle. A Pennsylvania brigade under Gen.
Cook, were to march to-day.
Yesterday rebel scouts were seen at Longlev's, in the vicinity of Chain Bridge. Every
precaution has been taken to prevent a surprise in that direction.

day.

Howling
dispatch says a large rclsel force under Ruckner is at Tompkinsville.—
The rebels destroyed the telegraph to-day at
the state line, thus cutting oil' communication
with Nashville.
Gov. Morton and suite arrived at the Galt
House this evening, there is considerable excitement in the city.
Green

Philadelphia, August 30.
The Washington Star contains some severe
strictures on the slow movements of Franklin's division, which were open to criticism in

Washington to-day.
A dispatch published from (’apt. Masser, late
commissary in charge at Centreville, announces his arrival there with 1*24
paroled prisoners.

AT CINCINNATI.

Proclamation of Gov. ItolniiMm.
Loynl People of Kentucky culled
to Rally.

guntmat

to-

Stars

and Stripes, on the 34th in-t, oil Wilmington,
while trying to run the blockade. She was
from Nassau.

Friday. P. M. Tlie rebel* toyoud Richmond, Ky., drove in our cavalry, lien. Manson, with the (Kith and 71st Indiana, moved up
and. after throwing r lew shells, the enemy re-

GEM. NELSON

captured hy

the

The Star contains an urgent call for nurses,
for whom prompt railroad transmission has
been ordered by the War Department.

upon

Cincinnati, August 31.
Nelson, wounded, arrived here to-

TO THE PATRIOTIC WOMEN.

night.
Special dispatches to the Gazette and Commercial, from Frankfort,Ky.,contain the proclamation of Gov. liohinson issued to-day says
the State has been invaded by an insolent foe,
her honor insulted, her peace disturbed, her
integrity imperilled, tile small but gallant ar-

LINT WANTED.

from tho Surgeon General.
Srm.EON General’* Office, I
Washington, Aug. 30 \
To the loyal w omen and children of the l'ailmy, raised upon emergency occasion for her
ed States:
defence, under the brave chivairic Nelson, met
The supply of lint in the market is exhaustwith a temporary disaster, and the enemy aded.
The brave men wounded in defence of
vancing to the accomplishment of his purpose
their
of subjugation of the State. lie must he met
country will be soon in want of it. 1
and driven from the border, and it is in your
appeal to you to come to our aid in supplying
us
this necessary article. 'I’llere is scarcewith
to
do
so.
lie calls oil every loyal citipower
zen of
ly a woman or child who cannot scrape lint,
Kentucky to rally to the defence of the
and there is no way in which their assistance
State, to rise up as one man and strike a blowin defence of their native laud,
prosperity ami can be more usefully given, than in furnishing
us the means to dress tin* wounds of those who
their homes.
fall in defence of their rights ami their homes.
Contributions will l»e received in Boston by
Tlircatciicil Giicclll.i attack upon
Surgeon McLaren. IJ. S. A.; New York by
Greenville.
Surgeon H. Sattcrlce, U. S. A.; Newark by
Assistant Surgeon .laneway; Philadcphin, by
Arrival of Freed Negroes at St. Louis.
Geo. E. Conner. U. S. A*; Baltimore, Surgeon
(’.<’. Cox, l*. S. A.; Washington, Surgeon C.
Sr. Lot ts, August 31.
| J. Lamb, 1. S. A.; Cincinnati, Surgeon ClovAdvices from Greenville state that
guerillas, er; St. Louis, Assistant Surgeon (’. T. Alexir>00 strong, under Mcllride, threaten that
ander, 1. S. A., or by any other medical otliccr
place. Mm national troops, under t’ol. Shiift- of the army.
Wm. A. Hammond,
son, are there to meet them. The rebels for
some days have been
Surgeon Gen., U. S. A.
congregating all available
forces at that point. They hourly make otl'enStock Market.
sive demonstrations. An attack was soon expected but no fears were entertained for the
New York, August 140.
result. There is no further news of raids
Stocks—better hut unsettled: Chicago & Rock IslCleveland
&
67f;
Toledo 58J; Illinois Central
the
State.
and.
throughout
Scrip toJ; Mohican Southern guaranteed 68 ; New
The steamer Adriatic, with 500 negroes freed
York (YutiulMj; Reading^: Hudson 68: Virginia
by Gen. < urlis. arrived to-day. Some 500 are t>s5*>; Mi"ouri *iJi’: Galena & Chicago 72i; Cleveland, Coliiinltiis A Cincinnati 125; Michigan Central
expia ted to-night.
!>:*; ; Harlem l*.': Pacific Mull 1111: Tenm «*ee (Ts 61;
The 20th Wisconsin regiment arrived this
Treasury fi’s hM*; Government tVa. IksI Coupons and
evening.
Registered, lol]; American Gold 116$.
Call

|

roled the 700 Union prisoners they had taken
since the commencement of the movement for
which they are paying so dearly. The reliels
realized that the prisoners in their present
strait were an elephant in their hands, and
wisely thus got rid of them. The 700 prisoners covered all the
stragglers they lad taken
a* well a* all the 500 of
Taylor'* brigade.
Secretary Chase received this l*. M.,through
Geu. Pope's messenger, the following note
from Gen. McDowell, dated on the battle held
at 0.15 A. M.:
Dear Governor >—Please telegraph to Mrs.
McDowell that 1 have gone through a second
battle of Dull Kuu. on the identical held ofla*t
year, and unhurt. The victory i* decidedly our*.

to

•

Taylor’s brigade were actually confronted by
the greater portion ot Jackson's
corps de
armee, M^j. Gena. .lacksou, Ewell, Talliafero

and A. P. Hill and Smarts and the Generalin-chief Robert Lee, or his sou. Brig. Gen.
FiU Hugh Lee being
present at Mauassas
during the engagement.
\ esterduy at, 1 o’clock P. M. .Jackson’s advance occupied Fairfax Court House in force
by cavalry ami had collected their own wounded of the day before with
Taylor, if not their
wounded ol the engagement on the same
day
with Hooker, and also the
prisoners they took
from Taylor. In the afternoon aImhiI 800 ol
his cavalry force under Stuart in
jK*rs<m moved down from Fairfax Court House to V
ienna,
Hooker a battle <>| the day before
yesterday
was with Ewell's division ami was a
gratifying

SECOND

Maj. Gen. Pojh? by half past nine yesterday
morning had concentrated Ills Aery large army
to safely interfere with the calculations
upon which the rebel generals must have ventured their bold and
extraordinary movement.
He had got McDowell's force including Gen. Nigel's probably between Jackson’s

and Longstreet's front and also all the
ol his army well up within
supporting disThus it continued through the balance of the afternoon.
Facts within our
knowledge lead to the Impression that in 24 hours direct communication will have been established between Washington and Maj. Gen. Pope's army, more especially as their a resigns that Jackson's army
corps is endeavoring to proceed northwardly
as though
making lor the experiment of opposing the re-establishment of such communication with his immediate front with
Pope’s
army, practically between him and the other
rebel corps de armee. We may add that Gen.
McClellan is
of his* heavy Union
forces around Washington aud the fortifications which w ill soon play an
important part
iu the eventful drama of the hour.
In the battle of yesterday the attack certainly came from our side.
Occasional of the Press says while Gens.
Nigel and McDowell arc harra.ssing Jackson in
the Hank Gen. Hindi is in the rear and a larger
army than all under command of Gen. McClellan disputes his march.
tance.

disposing

W AN
WsmiMmI
(JU

It is not true that Gen. McClellan lias been
or placed in command of the federal forces in Ya. M ij. Gen. Haiicck is cominandcr-in-Chief and the other Generals command their respective divisions.
—

SUNDAY’S

Ts7

$‘230.00

$75 in

DWELMyu-IKOUSE, No. 66 Free
Street, is to la* let, and |K>x*ession given
during the first w eek of September. The

\ nremi-«'s may be examined at any time.
I 1 <*r further particular* apply to

N

James Furbish.

August 9th, 1862.

Pope—Last despt rate struyyle.

WASHINGTON, August .30.
Information has reached Washington from
private sources that Gen. Pope came up with
and attacked the enemy again shortly after 0
o’clock this A. M. Gen. Pit/ Hugh Porter
had probably arrived on the Held by that time
Irom Manassas, only 7 miles distant.
The cannonading was distinctly heard in

Washington.

The railroad was regularly run this A. M.
from W arreuton to Bristow, so it is clear that
the only damage remaining to the railroad is
to build the Bull Bun and
liuppahaiinock

»ug27—dlw

Ha.-* removed his Office from 29 Exchange Street, to
74 MIDDLE STREET, (up staius.)
FOR SALE, st bargains suited to war
►times, House*. House Lots, and Wharf Pro-

88000; Houses from 81000 to 86000; 2 House Lots,
within 6 minute’s walk of the Post Office, 8360.
MOSES GOULD.
St. (up stairs.)

40 barrel* Me**
"
Me**

Exchange

113

**

100

Apple*

and Onions.

BBI..S. Silver-skin ONIONS,
150 do. APPLES, (Sweet and Sour Boughs).
Just received aud fur sale

by

SMITH.

F. A.

aug+dtw

The Subsidence must be of the best qualify, and be
subjected to inxpecffon. The undersigned'reserves
«»»»• right to increase the amount to
one-half by giving
three days’ notice to the Miecessful bidder, and to reject all bid* if he deem* them unsatisfactory,
hndoise “Proposal* f«>r Subsistence.”

Butler and ( hem.
Choice Vermont BETTER,
••
AvPvJ 150 boxes
CHEESE.
Just received aud fur sale
F. A.

angtdtw

by

SMITH.
19 A 21 Silver Street.

NOW

iUoln**?* aud Sugar.

rur

«icoy

.mmia

AT TIIEIK TEXT

Sc“°ncd

UPWARDS OF SRVEXTERN VOLUSTEER8.

_*l&Hm_

Opened their tent this morning, and the mechanic* »i,d working men have manifested their
patriotism by re*|M>iitling to this abort call in a manner that doe* credit to the Forest
City.
The recruiting officers an- men of the
right stamp,
and under the experience of (
apt. Tolmaii, cannot

THEY

Trinidad Sugar aad .Holawn.
BOXES Fine Yellow Sugar.
"
•
NS* hint*. Muscovado Sugar.
23 fierce*
do.
do.
29* hhd*. Mu«cmado Molasses.
22 fierce*
do.
do.
44 bbl*.
do.
do.
Cargo Brig I. D. Lincoln. For sale

T(k

fail

l»e

to

an

A

MAuOv
VI

of Fruit (’an*, both
A Glass audASSORTMENT
Tin, for safe at Manufacturers’ Trices,
HOOD

Old
d2mi*

W1IITNEY,
City Hall, Portland.

Ts
I

,h«*

»>'•• -N'

Boston, Mass.,
iargpst and best arranged Hotel in
-v England state*; is
centrally Inca-

LEWIS KICK, Proprietor.
Boston. January, 18*2.
d7mi*

Teas,
HALF CHEATS
50 do.
do.
For sale by
Je23—3a

the Sunrise Mato.
auga*— lw

ted. and < a* v of acres* from all tin- route* of
travel.
It contains the modern
impr<
J_pneiit*. and even eonvealMNa tor rtn<<.mlort and aeeominndatioii of the travelling
public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well
ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, ai d
completely
furnished for families and large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel iu every respect.

ans.

KENDALL Sc

to

AMERICAN HOUSE,

by

No. 1 Central Wharf.

By

ornament

Portland, Aug. »>, 1S»2.

IlOlTiXI EATON,

July 29.1862.

House,

HAVE HECURKD TO-DAY-

fi*et rough-edged Hemlock Fence Hoard*, at
84 per M feet. For sale bv
J. II. HAMLKX,
Hobson * Wharf.

Fruit M

NEVER!

OR

Iu Front of the Custom

200,(MX)
100,000

1862.

Inf, A. A. C. 8.

Messrs. TOLMAN, LIBBY and BELL,
It ft tU.

Ll

Lambrr.

Aug. 11,

T. C. J. HAILY.
1st Lieut., 17th

aug58teepl

HUBS. Cardenas Molasses,
2»«» do. Mu.«eavado do.
100 boxes li. U. Sugar.

—'jni

Pork,
Dwf,

•*W) gallon* Molaase*.

19 A 21 Silver Street.

TI BS

1 OO

for Subsistence.

Flour,
MOO pounds Hard Bread (in barrels)
77 bushels Bean* (in barrel*),
8500 pound* Rice (in bags or luirreU),
2"«0
Coffee, masted and ground,
180
Black Tea.
"
64*iO
Sugar, coffee-crashed,
100 gallons Vinegar,
450 pound* Adamantine Candle*,
•*
1440
Soap,
22 bushel* Salt,
••
800
Potatoes,

MERCHANDISE.
rj
I C#

THUIffrOlJp

Kocrniting officer.

Proposal*

[perty.

74

exempted from

LJRALED PROPOSAL* will be received
by tho
at Augu$ta, Maine, until the Amt
i 7 u»‘dfsigned
dav
of 8e|Sernber, liMl at 4 o’clock P. M.f for the
following >ub*i*teiiee Store* to be delivered at Camp
K. I’. heye*.
Augusta. Maine, In such quantities a*
may
rwiuire.1. ,„rt °f which may be wanted by
7
tho 3d"-day of September:

| 2 twostory Dosses, $1400 each; lfimtot_ft age. $1200; 50 Huu-e Lots, from 83uO to

3w

are

Square,

SAMUEL

GOULD,

Land,

Sow i, the last chaDce_

B.—Member! of the llattery

Heal Estate* Office Removed.

Aug. 15

ADVANCE,

and 160 Acre* of
war.

Office 27 .Market

Fine OolongTea*,
do.
.Souchong
JOHN LYNC H & CO.

PENSIONS BOUNTY MONEY,
Back Fay, A<*.,
V* >R service in the present

war,

obtained for Soldiers

A and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the UniStates Government, on application in person or

Gallant Seventh Maine!

ted

by letter

to

KRADIORl) &

HARMON,

No. W

Exchange St., Portland. Maine.
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we an* enabhsi to
pro*vtile all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on i>rj( reasonable
making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN Bit ADFoKD,
Z. K
HARMoN.
d& wtf.
Portland, June 2hth.

SEVENTH

REGIMENT,

COLONEL.

O E N T L E M E

IF

or Remember the place,

Advaurr Botiuly from City, 9123.

MRS. A.

Advance Bounty from Stale, 933.

No.

Exchange

on

PLEASURE

One Mouth's Pay in advance, 913
A

-AND

sendee three > ear*
cal attendance free.

-AT-

D UK AN’S
to

sixty

$33 per .Month.

acres

A I*1*LICAT10XS w ill be received at the Pitm of.
J\. tiee. for thirty dayn, from competent (wmiui to
till a vacancy u* an (Mintant in a first claw apothecary at ore. Addirni “Apothecary,'* on above, with
real name and reference.
dtf
Aug. 1. 1H»52.

Recruiting

Recruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,
Duran’s Clothing Store.
augllNltf

two .-mall families, in
and within ten minutes’ walk of the Post Office. Kent not to
exceed from $U0 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42. Post Office, or
at the Countin/ Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Port land. June 23.
distf

apply

wanted.'

Richards’ Combined Olne and Cement
11TILL

pave Tk.x

ft it to repair Aurntture,
Crockery ami
Stone Ware. Wholesale and retail hr
laeodSw
G. L. HAILEY, 42 Exchange Street.

rooms, near

Enquire

at

via Coals

_LL

I’anls

Visls Jackets

WOOD,

98

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

Portland,

SP/lIXG MOrXTAlX

LEHIGH,
HAZELTOS LEHIGH,
COL E HA IX E L E HIG If,
LOt 1ST mui XTAIX,
JO MX '.s',

by

REEVES,

A. IK

CHEAP FOR CASH,

(1

S fU E

August 8, 1862.

e n

tl

ET,

dly
JAM*:* P. NLCEPEK,

e m e n

TWELVE
LOBBEHY,

Pure and Free lluniing.

You

vi

-XL

COAL

strictly

of the best
satisfaction.

quality,

F U UN’ IS H IN O

■lard and Soil Wood.

your order

All made

of

a

dress

Residence

suit,

at tlie

Tailoring

COFFINS

FEKRl

FRO.VI

dly

PO It TEA AD

Ottawa House,

Office,

ON mol alter Mondav. August 4th,
Steamer TCTE will leave Grand
Trunk Input NY hart 8. 8 and 10 A.
>1.; ami I. 8. f> ami 7 P. M. Returning. leave the
Island at C}. 9 and 11 \ A. M.: and 2. 4 and 9 1*. M.
EACH WAY.
t if i It lv El'S

juiaitf

of

Maine

)\'h'f.

SAWYER A WHITNEY.

WOODMAN, TREE
Importer, and

A

CO,

auglltf

SUM EACH HERS AM JHRBU8 (IE I WTIIIlfi.

M/e

W. Woodman,
Seth B. Mersey,
to

o.

aug20d&wtf

FOR

H

o

y

M

Wholesale,

ut

*

sam:.
I >

1- ,1 111 S ,

Boston Prices,

W. D.
.18 eodOw

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

by

KOKINSON,
20 Exchange Street.

Cor.

veins

;

constantly on hand
The Poor liberally considered.

Mayor's Orric*, Aug. 2ft. 1^52.
PIH»r< >NALS will be received U|> to
8rpt. 8d, IWl for furnishing the
Citv with about X" ton* first quality Is high Coal, to
be delivered at Nuw City building—free from dust,
dirt ami slate.
W. W. THOMAS, Mayor.
lUjfJitil

SEALED
and including

AIT Mil Oval. Square or Elipticai frame*, with
VV
Kovewood, l’dack Walnut or tsilt finish made
to order, of any *i/e, style or design, of new ami
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
plate* re—«t in old frame*, bv
MOBKISON & CO., 28, Market Square.

VT

Market

Square.

augtfdtf

^olire.

Pier ami VIanili* Mirror*.

4-ill, KomaiihhI, Rlat k Walnut ami
Oak VIoiihliiiB*.
lowest cash prices, in quantities to suit the
trade. Ship Mouldiug* mpdi and ftnhhldlo
MoRKlM »N <'«
orderby

Fitter.

Ci. I. OKI.VO,
DRUGGIST,
Eichauge & Federal Sta., Portland.

workmanship--made

Nos. 51 ami 5t» Middle Stroet, Portland.

Truss

fllBUSSES applied without extra charge, and a
I perfect tit guaranteed. Children's Trusses, alao
instniineiita for the cure of bow legs, weak ancles and
club feet. Elastic Stocking* for thryurs of enlarged

ill l'niiu<%

IAoR

CASKETS,

THOMAS

12]'CENTS

PORTRAITS OR I.aMm \HiS of any
or style desired— latest pattern* ami b«*st
to order bv
MORRISON Z. « O., 28. Market Square.

AND

Practical

Island.

£^®S£^UfMhe

Wholesale Dealers in

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

Cushing's

conkeep*
of

And will make to order anvthing of this kind that
may le ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
the VKUY ri>t. Ilv giving my strict and umtivided
attention to the maunfacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, I can furnish them cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES p. SLEEPER
Aug «. 1W2.

Streot,

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

Congress Street,

all the various kinds

Now in Uho,

Establishment of

A. IK REEVEN,
No. OR Exchange
Portland, August 8, 1*m£2.

rear of 411
on hand

stantly

a

COAT, PANTS AND VEST.

by hand,

U NDERT A K KU,

No. Ill F.xeluiuxe Street, I'orllund,

1IOU11S !

have made to

DRESS

and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

can

consisting

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

Commercial St., head

generally

Tailor,

E X C Ji A N G E

At the short notice of

THE GEXCISE

warranted

scar, amt invite all tlieir old cuatomert
to give them a rail whenevami the public
they desire to replenish their “understandings."
E. :i.** Co. are agents for the Leavitt aud Wilcox
k Gibb* SEWING-MACHINES.
aug.V-diml

er

Cbl'AKK or oval—every kind called for. These
H oeiag manufacUirt'd by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 2K. Market Square,
MORRISON k (0’8.

Ladies' Riding Habits, &c.,
Cut. made and tiimrm d

A

family using I

time* it* cost to any

Photographic !'rnm<%

SMALL RENT, of live or six
the business part of the city.
this office

are
to give

R. DURAN

I'. SHAW A C OH
88 M I D D L K 8T It F. CT,
As usual. keep constantly supplied with fresh
SHI and fashionable B(KIT8 and MIoES. in evef m^ry variety ami style tor gentlemen's and la-

ANTED—Convenient tenement* for tin?

flHIESE Coals

J

BOOTS, SH0EfT& RUBBERS.

Officer.

No.

respectable localities,

CUMBERLAND

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above arat this establishment, comfor a traveling outfit.

k

A. tick** niav lx* found
prising everv description
<fom
July 3t>, 18*2.

accommodation of

J

MIDDLE STREET.

No. 105

TENEMENTS WANTED.

cfc

MANUFACTORY,

of Laud at the close

Adjutant WILLIAM II. LARRABEK.

over

—

Carpet-Bags,

enlistment. Terra of
unless sooner discharged. Medi-

and ration* from date of

Pay front $13

Trunks!

VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

of the War.

COAL

the shortest notice.

180 Fore Street aear foot of Kirksafr.
CALDKKWOOD k BECKETT.
Portland, June 23.
dtf

Notire.

M

at

Orders solicited.

ADVANCE OF 9220.

One hundred and

PARTIES.

UNIONISTS visiting the Islands, supplied

I^XCC
with stores

MAKING A

To resident* of Tort'and having families, §1 per
week for wifi*, and 60 cent* for each child.

Street.

of Cortland. for w hich from 7 to 8 per
cent in interest will be paiti.
Addre** I’oat Office, Box 348.
augl>>d&w l\v

MW

MOFFOTT’S,
Square,

Market

Trunks!

Estate,

It ml

U7

Orders n*spcctfullv solicited by Mrs. Moffdft. who
will pay personal attention to tin* same.
aul^dtf

Advance Bounty from U.Stale*, 927.

TOTAL,

N,

you want a cheap and |»*rfect fitting shirt, pleas#
leave your measure for Mrs. A. MoF FoTT’s celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest price#.

E. C. MASON.

Military Equipments.

to

Shirt*.

Shirts,

ALSO,

liKNKV PC NX & SOX,

cltf

bridges.

The news received from the army has created
tin* greatest excitement in this city.
Although
the engagement w ith the enemy is of a most
sanguinary character,yeksuch is the confidence
of the I niou men in the skill and strength of
our army that an
abiding faith is everywhere
diseei liable in our ultimate success.

Money,

A

before leaving the State.

picket duty.

tf

MOSES

gallant men, if applied for

Itni vi'V

At the close of the
1 ome!

TO TH K-

—

and

immediately.

House to LH.

City

In the

DESPATCHES.

Particulars of the Hattie on Friday—Another Great Hattie on
Federal
Saturday
forces hold the Field—Intense Excitement
—Combined forces of the enemy opposed to

Battery,--Capt. McGilvery,

Among those brave

$75 Bounty at the Close of the War.

WANTED—$1000 TO $10,000
On

(

appointed

6th Maine

MEN

place in the-

a

1-ai.l to each recruit

Pay

port.

.30.

To LH.
A BRICK IlOl’SEon Gardens!,eleven
roouiH and all other conveniences, all in
good repair.
AIM HOUSE No. 1] Brackett street,
^containing seven or eight rooms all in
good repair.
Inquire at 21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,
dtf
J. F. DAY.
Portland,July 19,1832.

lmni«Mliut<»ly.
on

Apply

Auj?. 2*3.

Bull Run No. 2.

LATCH.

MEN to work

"W 1

Terrific Hattie last Friday.
Our Loss 8000 Killed and Wounded—Rebel
Loss ltt,<NM)—Great Ctiptures—Rebel* Retreatiny to the Mountain*—Union troops Rehare Splendidly—Gen. Pope's Official Re-

Washington, August

TWENTY
-Can have

~

.llorlguge

OF i> ATTLE,

[»,{.

DESPATCH.

Wakiiixoton, Aug. 31st, 10.55 A. M.
The enemy was heavily reinforced yesterday
and attacked Gcu. Pope's army Indore the arrival of Gens. Franklin and Sunnier.
The attack was boldly met and a seven) battle followed.
The advantage oil the whole was with the
enemy, and Gen. Pope fell hack to Ceutreville
with his whole army in good order.
lie has now been joined at Ceutreville by
Franklin and Sumner, w ho were on the march
to join him last night.
lie occupies tiie strongest position in the
vicinity of Washington, and is expected
promptly to renew the contest and repeat tiie
successes of y esterday.
Every cllhrt should he made to hasten tiie
forwarding of new troops.

rear

r.AiKjL

YOUR COUNTRY CALLS YOU!

...

The enemy hrarily reinforced—GVn. Pope
fall* hack to Ccntrrcilte—The new lery of
troops iranted without delay.

tV'-t

Groveton, near Gainsville, Aug. 30. )
To Major Gen. Hallcck, General in Chief:
We fought a terrific battle here
yesterday
with the combined forces of the enemy, which
lasted with continuous tiring from day light
until alter dark, by which time the enemy was
driven from the field, which we now
occupy.—
Our troops'are too much exhausted to
push
matters, but shall do so in the course of the
morning as soon as Fit* Johu Porters corps
comes up to Manassas.
The enemy is still on our front, but badly
used up.
We have lost not less than
eight thousand
men killed and wounded, and from the
appearance of the Held, the
enemy have lost at least
two to our one.
He stood strictly on the defensive, and every assault was made by ourselves. Our troops have behaved
splendidly.
The battle was fought on the identical battle
Held of Bull Bun, which greatly increased the
enthusiasm of our men.
The news just reaches me from the front
that the enemy is retreating towards the
mountains. 1 go forward at once to see.
W e have made great captures, but 1 am unable as yet to form any idea of their extent.
John Pope,
Brigadier Gen. Commanding.

Come !

terms,

so as

A IkTEItS r IK Lit

Come !

Tl'K Thte ,M"rv lirlek UWKI.I.IMill• 11 >... ,\.t. s
(.ray Street. It is in
good repair, him] contains ten liniithed
rooms.
If noti before the 20th of
s^ept. next, it will b«* sold on that day,
ftt
° c*oc*c* A. M.. at
Auction, without
wservp.
reran* very easy,
l or Information annlv
to JOHN RANDALL, on the
T?
pn mis",
store of RANDALL *. WOODBURY, on
Loraimr.
cial Street, head (.'ontral Wharf.
June 21, 1802.
dtf

()!UI

\\ asiiixotox, Aug. 30.
12 1’. M.—Yesterday and to-day have been
eventful. The battle tbnglit yesterday by the
different army corps of tiie Union, against the
combined forces of the enemy, was a most desperate engagement, but resulted in our forces
occupyiug the lleld of battle originally held by
the enemy.
All the stragglers who have reached here tonight, fully confirm the otlieial statement that
the enemy have been driven back.
All of Tope's command and many of McClellan's corps were engaged in the attack oil
the rebels.
This morning heavy cannonading waa heard,
which continued until 1 this T. M., when there
was an interval for one hour, and then it was
continued until after U T. M., and was heavy
and rapid, and in the same direction as yester,1ar. That an equally desperate engagement
as that ol yesterday has been fou ;ht
to-day,no
one doubts.
The enemy lias his combined forces opposed
to Tope, as a mail from Richmond who reached Fredericksbug to-,lay, says that all hut some
5000 troops liavc gone northward from Richmond.
Over 2000 persons have left Washington tonight, in response to tiie eali of the Surgeon
General, for Manassas, to take care of the sick
and wounded. Each person is provided with
a blanket, cup and bottle of
brandy.
Not a single name has Ins'll or can be ol >tained to-night, of the killed and wounded.—
None have arrived at Alexandria.
No civilians or soldiers are coming in.
The railroad and telegraph to Manassas are
still working, thus indicating that our forces
still hold the Held north of that place.

Philadelphia^ August 30.
The Washington .Star of last
evening contains the following:
We have, information that satisfies us that
the rebel force that
suddenly appeared between the position of Gen.
Pope and Bristow
and Manassas on
Tuesday night last was the
ol
Jackson
and Stuart's independent cavarmy
alry Corps. They consisted of infantrv and
artillery and marched about 30,000strong from
Waterloo, on the head waters of the Rappahannock, around by White Plains to Manassas,
about forty miles in two days, without
w;igons,
tents, blankets, or even knapsacks, thus leaving their baggage of every description to be
transported by wagons, with the army corps of
Lee which was
following on behind'them. Instead of fighting merely a
portion of Stuart's
cavalry at Manassas on day before yesterday,

ii

litvix McDowell.

Very sincerely,

defend.”

miscellaneous.

I'or sale.

Manassas.
Before evacuating Manassas the rebels pa-

The Times’ Washington
dispatch savs there
can he but little doubt now that the
War Department has abandoned the idea of euforeing
the draft rigidly ou the 1st of
Sept.

row.

REREL LOSSt HEAVY.

Cincinnati, Aug.

promised

or

FOR SALE & TO LET.

run to

him—

Breckinridge has sent a note to Col. Paine,
commanding at Baton Rouge suiting the consequence of the impressment of negroes and
others to work for our troops. The rebels will
raise the black tlag and will neither
give nor
ask quarter.
Col. I’aine makes a dignified
reply, closing
by saying—"1 shall never raise the black Hag,
which all civilized nations abhor, but shall
maintain the liag which you have so often

I’lIILADKI.PitlA. August 31.
The excitement has lieen intense throughout the city to-day, mingled with a
general
feeling of depression, caused by the meagre
account of Saturday's battle received
to-day.
The incomplete regiments have been consolidated into 5 regiments. 2 will leave to-morShe was

opposing

probably lx- destroyed.

night,

The schooner Mary Elizabeth arrived

Pope successfully

McClellans Army around Washington
and Alexandria.
Baton Kongo is to be evacuated and
preparations are making for the reception ofGov.
Sheplcy at .New Orleans. Baton ltougeMvill

The 1st regiment of the Bucktail Brigade
left here last night under (ail. Keystone. The
2d regiment, under Col. Wi-ter. will
probably
leave on Monday, and the 3d will
probably be
ready to start within tin- week.

Federal Loss 200 Killed and Wounded.

a

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

night.

Richmond, Ky.

northern and

Wool—firm.

and others have been invited by the
Governor, and are no doubt ou their way.—
Surgeon General Small, with his Philadelphia
corps of surgeons and nurses also, leave to-

FEDERAL FORCE Ol'TNt MliKRED AND FINALLY HONIED.

•}.

Jersey

Freights to Liverpool—drooping; Cotton nominal;
Flour 3* tid a 4s; Oraiti
11} a 13d lor wheat iu bulk
and ships bags.

n Aismsm no, Aug. 31.
Skilful physicians and surgeons, provided
with instruments and all Ihcneccssaryjappliauees, lire being rapidly sent to tin- relief of soldiers wounded at Hull Bun. t> physicians left

WEST.

;

sale*

McDowell

Sigel, or both,
on the right ill the direction of
Uaymarket.the
position they took by going north by Gainesville to commence to the exit from
Thoroughlare Gap. Our own informant, a cool amt clear
headed man. who left Centreville at 4 P. M.,
says that up to that hour the impression prevailed there that nothing had definitely resulted from the
day’^lighting, which though continuous, hail not been a very bloody battle.—
Persons subsequently arriving who were on
the field themselves until 4 1‘. M.,
represent
that the tide of success was
decidedly with the
Union army, which pushed the rebels successfully on both sides. An impression prevails
that the reserve of Lee’s army,
supposed to be
trom 20,0ik) to 40,001), might suddenly appear
on the field, and we know that the
heavy corps
under Fllz John Porter was so posted that it
could instantly move upon Lee with equal
ease, whether attacking McDowell, Sigel or
lieintzelman. The railroad, we are happy to
say, has already been ep ilred quite up to 'Bull
Kuu, and supplies arc now being transported
over to that point.
By midnight we have
every reason to believe tiiat Bull Bun bridge
w ill
again be passable, when trains can again

No. 3 do.

condition and

FROM THE

and firm

lightingWith

son

mesa 8 00 a 10 75; prime 5 50
re-packed Chicago 12 00 a 13 75; prime mess
2160.
l*ork—dull and heavy; mess 1160, prime 9 75 a
10 00; prime rues* 11 50.
Sugars—firm; New Orleans at 8J a 10}; Havana 8}
a Hj.
( offec—loss active but
pric<*« unchanged; Kio at 21}.
Molasses—firm; N»*wOrleans at 38.
Fish—dull; sales of drv cod at 3 50 a 3 75 for St.
t.eorge; mackerel are quiet at 5 00 for large Xo. 3,
12 00 lor new shore No. 1, 7 00 No. 2
do., aud 3 75 lor

Rebel schooner .Mary Klizabelh Captured.

Assistant Adjutant General.

good.

K«*ef—quiet; country

«s);
20 00

Excitement in Philadelphia.

last

was

New York Market.
New York, August 30.
Cotton—less active tmt firm; galea 700 bales at 48 a
481 for middling upland*.
rlour—sales 17.401) bbls.; State ami Western firm;
superfine Stale 4 85 a 505; extra do 5 15 u 530; round
lump < *bio 5 45 a 5 65; superfine Western 5 05; common to good Western 515 a 750; Canada firm; extra
6 20 a « 25.
Wheat— a shade firmer; f'liicago spring 1 12 a 1 21;
Gn-en Itey spring 1 24 a 1 2d; Milwaukee club 1 18 a
u l2-i: amber Iowa 1 23u 1
24}; red winter Western
1 32 a 1 34}; w bite Kentucky 151 a 1 53; amber Michigan 1 25 a 1 35; red Keutueky 1 31 lor common.
t
orn—steady; mixed Western til for sound old; 57
a 00 tor eastern, amt 48 a 55 for unsound.

'I he conduct of Maj. Gen.
I’ope is highly
commended in government, as well as in other

Troops

of the Potomac that has not been Bent forward
to Gen. Pope's command.
Gen. Pope commands (he army of Virginia, and all the forces
temporarily attached lo it. All the forces are
in command of Maj. Gen. Hallcck,General-inChief.
E. I). Townsknii,
(Signed)

Gen.

Washington, Aug.

Hundreds of tiic convalescents of the various hospitals vacated their
quarters to-day,

Physicians and Surgeons sent to Washin't'n.

spirits.
Waii DkI'AIUMKNT, Aug. 30.
The command of the armies
operating in
Virginia:—Gen. Burnside commands his own
those
that have been temiiorarUy
corps, except
detached and assigned to Gen. I’o|>e. Gen.
McClellan commands that portion ofthe army

a

stores sent to Manassas.

Washington, Aug. 31st.
Among wounded brought to Alexandria
are
Jno. Smith, 10th Mass.,
hospitals to-day,
and Jos. Phillips, 28th Mass.

terday.

artillery

ard tlit scene of action, but the lighting
was then over and the enemy in full retreat.
Jackson had left for Manassas during the day
with ids division, where he pillaged the place,
capturing a number of prisoners and burning
every building except the telegraph olllec and
a few shanties.
After taking oil'their ow n old
r;i;s and putting on our good clothing and
themselves
to food of all kinds, arms
helping
and equipments, and to whatever else they
could carry away out of the ears, about 100 of
which were at the place loaded with supplies
for our army. The rebels then set lire to all
the ears, and they now present a mass of
blackened ruins. On their arrival they found
a
portion of the 2d New Jersey regiment
which had arrived there during t he morning.
They immediately attacked them, our troops
defending themselves for some time, hut Hmliug the number of the enemy was so great, and
that they were being flanked, they retreated
towards Centrcville with the loss of some 12
killed and 40 wounded. The rebels captured
025 ot tliem.but they were paroled yesterday just
>
before the battle.

Hospital

tin; citizens from the different government
departments. Dr. Webster of Douglas Hospital, left lor the hattle-Beld in charge of a
large train of medical supplies and the citizen
volunteer surgeons of this district,
Gen. Wadsworth has taken possession of ail
the backs in the city and sent them forward to
transport the sick and wounded to this city.

at a distance and blew a whistle, and
being answered by one of tiie others, backed and re- I treated rapidly beyond ItogcrsviUe, leaving
one gun tohind.
Manson bivouacked lor the
tifrned towards Warrenton.
The two trains
night,and on Saturday. A. M., advanced with
were then tired under the direction of Jacktwo regiments and four guns
son. and entirely consumed
and, coining up
excepting the iron with the
enemy, an
work.
I
light began, with
loss
on
both
sides.
The
heavy
The rebels then proceeded a mile from the
enemy attempted to turn our left flank when
sharp lighting
track, burned the bridge at Cattle liun, tore
occured
between
tlie
skirmishers.
The (Kith
up some thirty feet of track, and cut the teleIndiana
advanced
a dense fire of shot
through
also
burned tlie bridge across
graph. They
and shell, to the relief of our
llroad Hun at Bristow ou Wednesday foreskirmishers, and
behaved like old soldiers* hut the rebels finally
noon.
Ewell's reliel division was placed in |k>turned
our left Hank and advanced in full force
sition on each side of the railroad, having
on our column.
(Jen. Manson ordered a rethree batteries, one on the right, one on tlie
treat, fell back 3 miles, and re-formed in line
left, and tlie other near the railroad, with in- of
battle
on high hills with
artillery in position
fantry and cavalry between, the entire force on the
right and left flanks. The tiring by arbeing concealed behind brushwood and the
tillery was re-commenecd and kept up by both
railroad hank, with an open field in front. Our
sides very briskly. After fighting about two
troops who were sent down from W arrenton
hours the enemy advanced on our right fianlc
Junction to attack them, consisted of Hookunder cover of the woods, and, after severe
ers division, with a
portion of Kearney’s; hut
lighting, succeeded in turning it. Retreat imthe latter,it is said, did not get a chance to enmediately took place to the original camping
ter into the contest.
ground. Here Gen. Nelson came up and afGen. Hooker was in command, nr.d not exter
efforts, succeeded in rallying the men
pecting tlie eucuiy U> be in any large force, andgreat
formed another line of battle. Our artilordered a charge through a piece of w oods and
lery ammunition was nearly exhausted and
into the cleared space, when a most murdersome of the guns were left Without a man to
ous lire was
opened upou him from the entire work them, all
having been killed or wounded.
line of the rebels, their batteries throwing
Gen. Nelson was wounded atoul 3 I’. M.,
grape and caunister, tile most of which, howwhen the men again tell hack,
retreating toever, w ent over the heads of our troops. But
ward Lexington.
the lire from the relsd line of infantry was very
The enemy’s forces numbered 15000 or
25000,
destructive, and some of Hooker’s regiments
tlie Federal forces were the JiSth Ohio, lstii,
Were compelled to fall hack towards the woods
end
and
71*t,
and
tkjtli,
(Kith,
MetMonday’s
But on being supported by others, rallied, and
call s cavalry. Tlie loss in killed and woundafter firing several volleys repeated tlie charge,
ed is heavy on both sides; the limber is not
when the rebels broke and.fled, our troops purknown. Lieut. Col. Topping, Maj. Keeukle,
suing them shouting ami yelling.
71st Indiana, were killed,
The 3d New Jersey brigade was commandGen. Wright left this morning to take the
ed by Col. Can-, who had ins horse shot under
field, lien. Wallace leaves to-night to
him while urging his men on to the attack.—
join
him. A large number of regiments are eu
This brigade, although somewhat changed,
route
to
Lexington.
which so nobly held tlie extreme left at tlie
Louisville, August 31.
Hattie of Williamsburg for four hours, sustainIn
the
battle
fought near Kichmoud yestered a loss there of over 600 killed and woundday, a* near as can Is- ascertained, the Federal
ed. A<ljutunt Benedict’s horse was also shot
force was between 8,000 and 0,000. under comduring the action.
mand of Gen. Nelson. They drove tlie rebels
Lieut. Col. l’orter, of the 2d regiment Exback until alinut 4 o'clock in tlie afternoon,
celsior brigade, was shot in the hand while
when the reliefs were largely reinforced and
leading his men. The pursuit continued uncrossed tlie Kentucky river, rapturing nearly
til dark, the enemy retreating towards Manasall our artillery and routed our men.
The
sas.
The result of this actiou was that the enrebel force is estimated at from 15,000 to
20,000.
emy was beaten and driven from the field, susThe Federal loss is
as
150
to
200
taining a loss equal to our own. Onr loss was killed and wounded, reported
'file rebel loss is not
SO killed and 2<J0 wounded. A complete list
known, but it is said to lie heavy. Gen. Nelof which was collected hut stolen. The New
son was w ounded slightly.
Col. Warner, of
York 2d regiment lost about ten officers and
the 18th Kentucky, and Col.
Topping, of the
some 80 or 100 killed and wounded.
Tlie Ex71st Indiana, are reported killed.
celsior brigade suffered severely. Tlie phyAt Lexington last night the tolls were rung
sicians on the ground exerted themselves to
and ail the male citizens were ordered out and
relieve the wounded, and although tlie accomslept on their arms, Maj. Gens. Wright and
modations to operate were very poor they
Wallace are there. The Federal* are fully
succeeded dftring the afternoon and night in
prepared in ease the relsds make an attack.
attending to them all. Gen. Pope arrived on
Gen. Nelson left eu route to Cincinnati tot.lu*
Info in the pvpnimr find nr<uoooloH
tow

Pope

commended.

Pennsylvanians, left immediately on the
receipt, of the news, for Manassas, with large
supplies of stimulants and hospital stores for
the wounded. The Pennsylvania Belief Association also sent oil' with alacrity quantities
of stores in charge of agents. Doctor
Page
ot Columbia Hospital, left this
evening for
Centreville in charge of 200 ambulances and

as

Battle

Gen.

To-day's Evening Star speaking of the battle of yesterday, says the battle was
fought by
the army corps of Gens. Hciiitzehnan, McDowell anil Sigel on our side against a rebel force
believed to number 50,000or 00,DUO strong,that
is, against the army corps of Jackson, and we
presume a portion of the rest of Lee's army,
that had succeeded in
making its way down
from H bite Plains through
Thoroughfare Gap.
I lie location ot the battle of the
day was in
the vicinity of Ilaymarkct, off in the direction
ol Sudley Church, or in other words but a few
miles northwest ol the never to he forgotten
battle of Bull Bun.
Gen. Helntzelmau’s corps, if we are correctly informed, came up witli the enemy’s rear at
II A. M.,7 miles from Centreville, which
point
he left at daybreak. IlefouudStoncwall .lack-

New York, Aug. 30.
The United States stvam transport
Albany
from Newbern on the 22<1, ami Ilatteras 2<>th
hist., arrived here this I'vening. She brings
intelligence of an expedition consisting of 5
gun-boat> and a number of the Maine artillery,
having left Newbern on the 22d
for Ilatt«*ras Jnlet, to destroy some land batteries the
rebels have been erecting at that place.
The health of the squadron and troops at

other

sta.i,

Tile next attack of the rebels was upon a
company of the 105th Pa. infantry ami some
dozen Pa. cavalry, who were left to guard the
road, *2 or 3 of whom were killed, and the remainder are supposed to be captured.
A train of empty cars came along and was
fired into by a regiment of infantry and one of
cavalry, but it escaped without serious injury.
Orders were then issued by Jackson to tear
up
the railroad track, which was done, and a second train coming along, ran off the track, and
was tired into.
A third train following ran into tlie second, and was also fired into, and
some persons on board were taken
prisoners.
A fourth train made its appearance, hut tlie

Another Gunboat Expedition.

here that the dead ami wounded of both sides
needed attentions, Col. l’uieston, military
agent of Pennsylvania, accompanied by Majors Gillitin ami Pinkerton, and a number of

locality.

good

Washington

department, and not in pursuas
erroneously stated in a
previous dispatch.
This afternoon, the report having reached

hut the reports are so indefinite
up to this afternoon as not to justify their
repetition.
loads
Forty-three wagon
of hospital supplies
left here Saturday eve for the battle Held.—
Medical Inspector Page, Ass't Surgeon Webster, and other medical oflicers of the army
and private physicians have
proceeded to the

and in

I.

Hospital.

ance ol

Spirits.

Washington, August 31.
There is intense anxiety in the hotels and
streets to gather incidents of the laui lights,

same

1

Convalescents removed from

from the War

GENERAL ORDER.

BRILLIANT CAARGE.

The

at

din llantl.

V

CONSTANT supply of best Extra
Leaf, and at low rales at
2d Market

;

VND

Deep Gold
Sajcarb.

Old I'ninni KMiill,
RENEWED by
MORRISON k CO.

PO E TRY.

hard Oil.
Olivo Oil.

MARKETS.

_THE

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Fraternal.

Expressly corrected

Mes8r8.\Editor8:—There is still a good deal of
brethren,” exsympathy
pressed by our neighbors, publicly and privately. The following parody, written after hearing a certain speech in the Legislature last
winter, was published in the Kennebec Jour
nal, and has l>een just brought to our notice.—
It is still timely:
for "our Southern

for the Tress to

On ion a
per l>bl.
do p string.
—

August 27th.

p bbl.
Ashes, Tot.
Apples*
Apple's, Green p bbl.
Apples, .Sliced p lb.
Apples, Conn! p lb.
Apples, Ufloored p lb.
Bread.
Bread, Tilot p 100 lbs.
Bread, Ship.
Crackers per bbl.
Crackers, p 100.

Very unfortunate
Brothers they are,
Thus to get caught in
All unaware!

6

?2 00 @ 3 00
6 ®
6 ®
2 (®

7
6
3

•

Beans, Marrow p bush.
Beaus, Tea.
Beans, Blue Tod.

4 75 @ 5 00
3 75 ® 4 00
8 25 (® 3 60
40
35 t®

Hands all

Dripping

Garments

so

Prov inioiiN.
Chicago Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

muddily

palliate;

do.

/

us.

Sulphur.

Sal Soda.

Camphor.
('n-am Tartar.

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, fine.
Madder.

back,

Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

Saltpetre.

coldlv

Vitriol.

plnngeil in so boldly,
They thought they would win,
And

we

count it

Ho while

we

no

sin,

••

5]®

35 :®

10]®

2H ®
1 25 ® 1
16 (a)
1 25 ® 1
do ®
93 vg)
2
10 %
12 ®

2]®

®
4f®
92 ®

1*®

4j®

02

Snpan

44

If®

11

44

44

Duck, U. 8.

Tent
44

44

44

No. 10.
No. 3.
No. 10.
10 oz.
12 oz.

Fish, Cod large Jp quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
F ish, Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, |> bbl.
44

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
Ma«*kerd |> bbl.
Bav No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2

us.

(l)ocsticks
amendments

cents.

For every unfair device for entrapping young
into matrimony, $5,00.
For wearing hoops larger than ten feet in
circumference, S.eents for each hoop.
Old bach's over 50 are taxed $10.
Over forty, $20.
Over fitly, $50,00, and sentenced to banishment in Utah.
Each pretty lady to be taxed from 25 cents
to $25,00—she to tlx the estimate on her own
beauty. It is thought that a very large
amount will lie realized from this
provision.
Each boy baby 50 cents.
Each girl baby, 10 cents.
Families having more than eight babies are
not to be taxed; and for twins a premium of
$40,00 will be paid out of the fuuds accruing
from the tax on old bachelors.
Each Sunday loafer on the street corners or
about church doors is to be taxed at his
full
value, which is about 2 cents.
men

44

4 4

44

44

44

44

“(medium).
‘•(small).

Wil. Pea Nuts.
Eleme.
case.

Oranges.
Raising—
Blue, cask..
Black.
Bunch, box.
Laver.

Dates.
Prunes.
Flour—Portland inspection.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra* Superior.
Western extras.

fancy.
superior.

44

44

Ohio extra.
44

family.

No. 1.
fancy.

Canada super
44

44

extra.
su|M rior extra.

44

little slice of lemon to hold in his mouth. He
knows tin* philosophy; anything in the mouth
that promotes the How of saliva and
keeps the
throat moist answers as well or better than
which
in
drink,
often, quantities, weakens the
stomach. A physician, who understood these
tilings, used in his long drives to take a clove
in his mouth, instead of drinking
frequently as
his inclination would have led him to do. The
advantage of cloves is that they contain much
in little space, and do not lose their
strength.
For the soldier they would lie jieculiarlv usesince
are
ful,
they
aromatic, stimulating, and
astringent, which last quality would tend to
counteract that tendency to "irritation of the
bowels which is the bane of the soldier’s life.
Half-a-dozen a day art* enough: one clove may
remain in the mouth for hours.

ANEW COFFIN WAREHOUSE.

Rye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour 4* lb.
l orn Meal.
Grain.
Rye.
<>a!s.:.
South Yellow Corn.

Corn, Mixed.

Barley.

Shorts 4> ton.
Fine Feed.

Grindstones, Rough, p ton.
Grindstones, I tressed.
Bla-ting.

Tiny.
Hay 4?

Sporting.

ton, Screwed.
Hay, Ix>ose.
New do.
IIidc* and Skin*.
Slaughter Hides.
Call Skins.
Calcutta ( ow—Slaughtered.
net

Green Salt.

3 50
2 37
2 25

As he does not intend to
vary from his former
prices before he came to this city,' he will sell them

£0 Per Cent. Less

Than they have ever been sold in this place.
call at
No. Ill FEDERAL STHEET,

Please

7
6
4
8
6
3

OvA/l

f

Liverpool

store for hale

2

_*13d2w

Salt

afloat and
k

_DANA
AND
NAVY

ARMY
TAILORING

ESTABLISHMENT,

A. D. REEVES,
98

in

OO.

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET,

Portland, Atif. *>, 18*52.

Uloncy

l.o*t.

the 19th inat., between the Canal Hank and
1 mice*’ Lx press, H $50 and a *20 bill of the Canal Hunk,
I he tinder will be rewarded
by leavinu
the money at the ottiec of Princes*
Express
*

ON

aug21dlw

Trout & other

AL“;™
Gi;,p“^E';X'E,1R'tl’TLERY
and Stencil
Repairing

„„
,
Juno
23.

I

Cutting attended

to

as

usual

G.l. BAILEY,
« EXCHANGE STREET.
codtf

25
18

to) 8 00
«
«#.
a

on

w

76

6 60
5 00
0 00
6 50
4 00
2 60

16
30
12
00(g)
32 ty
35
25 •< 2 60
n

20

«

7 60

none.

8 00 to 10 00
3 4" •• 3 60
3 n2 .« 8 K8
07 «y
00

8$^

4
6
6
6
6
6

87
12
/>»

to

<m>

«»

6n
5n

u

«•

••

a

jo$
6
5
5
6
7
5

12$

26
75
25
6n
75

none

7 00

a

6
6
6
6

12 «
12 n
62 a
12 a
60 «
6 87 «
4 25 *«
02 a
3 60 ^

7
6
6
5
6
7
7
4

76
63

8

76$

94
63 ty
70
68 a
60 n
17 00 u 19
22 00 a24

37
87
37
‘25
37
60
2

95
66
72
70
62
00
00

17 00
30 00

84
7

6}

f>J@

6i

6}

6

@
12 @

16

8]@
40 (cb
24 @
24 m
24 a)
so a)
75 @
18 @
15 @
2 00 @)
7* <£
3 00 @
2 50 @
3 00 @

Linseed.
Canary.

Sugar, Portland A.
•*
A A.
Sugar,
*'
Yellow.
Sugar,

42
244
25
25
90
80
20
18
2 25
8
3 25
0 00
3 26

9

in bond.
Havana Brown.

w

9$

9$2}
11 'it)

10$

61

White.
New Orleans.

12

1 Hw
12} a)

refined.

Tran*
Tea, Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong...
Tea, Souchong.

11$

12^ o>

12$^

13
13
13

8jr$
6] oj

9
6

76
60

45 (g
65 {5}
48 <g
42
60 a}
62 <f\
45 a)

n]

76

m

0 00

60
60
45
70
65
60
1 00
1 60

Tin.

Banca, cash.
Straits, cosh.

3S

T wine.
Cotton
Flax

00

r®

34j o»

Plates—
Char. I. C.
I. X.
Coke.

85$

11 00 (£11 60
12 76 «13 26
9 25 & 9 50

Sail.

66

50 <®
40
45 %
26 (ey
14 ®

**

Balcing.
Hemp

India.
Varnish*
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnhti.

00
60
00

14$

2 25 ^ 2 75
3 fui a t 00
2 50 (cl 3 00

Oamar Varnish.
W ood.

Hard, retail.
Soft,

0 00
4 00

@

6 25

42

@

60
00

(a 6 00

Wool.

Fleece.
Lambs.
Zinc.
Figs and slabs.

47$
9

®

90 fg

Sheathing.
Exrhn nice.
On Loudon—60 davs.

6$
9$

00

1 27$® 1 28
4 40 a 4 45

SCHOOL

FAMILY

Bor Boys,
T0PSHAM, MAINE.
rilllE FALL TERM of this highly successful school
X will begin S«*pt. 10th, 1362, and continue twentyone weeks.
For “Circulars,” fce., please address the Principal.
Parents are cordially invited to visit the school.

WABKEN JOHNSON, M. A., Principal.
REFERENCES:

Patrtmn,
lion. W. W. Thomas, Major, Portland.
A. Spring, Esq.,
S. C. Blanchard, Esq., Yarmouth.
Hon. J. W. Bradbury, Augusta.
Jones P. Voazie, Esq., Bangor.
( apt. C. H. Soule, Freeport.
Levi Young, Esq., Ottawa, C. W.
Wm. .Ian is. Esq., Castino.
Prof. C. E. Stowe, Andover, Mass.
Jip Permitgion,
Pres’t Woods, ami Faculty of Bowd. Coll.
J. W. ( bickering. I). D., Portland.
Charles A. Lord, Esq.,
Hev. Wooster Parker. Belfast.
lion. J. L. Cutler, Augusta.
jull9MW&S6w

5 (g)
,»

Courage InvnlitlN
CLEMS’

SUMMER

16

3

Sheet
Sheet
rd.

ft)

3|*u

!

CURE

n— AND—

51.i

61.,
]8'„
124-0/
13'«;
s

u

f,J«)
16 /r

Iron, Russia.
Iron, Russia ira't.

ll-.^

Rarrel, pft.
Keg®, 4> It*.
l«rntlifr«
New York, light.
mil. wtM.

(15I

Or,]

1»
125
15I
9
51

184
]2j

"

slaughter.
American Calf Skin*
Slaughter Wax Leather.
l«eud.
American

Pip, l> 100 lb

Foreign

10|

19
22

21
24'^

'it)
n

63
16

Pipe.

7 75
9 00

jo

24

<«/

26
75

^

17

7 76

*•.

(£

8 00
9 25

Shipping Lumber.
Spruce.
Hemlock.
11,ix Shooks, (cash).
Clapboards,

S extra.
I’

Shingles, Cedar, extra.
No. 1.

pine.

'*

...

**
do
ountrv Riff Mol. Hhd.

country
Shook*_

Dry KiiT,.
lloops.

liackmetaek TimlH*r,
tun.
l/inie.
Lime, Rockland, cask.
M oln

SOO 00
00 ,«00 00
00 inOO 00
00 (Soo 00
00 ... 14 oil
00 e 12 00
00
10 00
45
fy,
13 00 'u 15 (SI
31 do («32 00
2 60 :« 3 00
2 (s> a 2 25
2 50 ,i 3 75
1 15
1 20
1 37 « 1 62
20 no «35 00
2 4<* « 2 50
2 35 if/ 2 43
1 6o « 1 75
1 25
1 35
1 16,, 1 80
21 00 :o23 no
8 00 a 10 00
84
24
14
12
Ill
8

>•

65

(g}

70

3« ft>
3 *4/
2* a
83 <•

Oft
31

neen*

Molasses, Cienftigos.
Molasses, Cuba claved.
•'*
Molasses,
tart.
Molasses,
Mnscovadu.
Molasses, New Orleans.
••

Portland

Syrup.hlid«

\didl Starr*.
far (in kegs) {> gal
Pitch (Coal Tar).
K««*iu
I ui pontine p gal.
..

OnliHin.
Oakum, American.
Oil.

llluminat’g

Oil

Machine.

'Jarine.
Sperm Winter.
<

Whale, ref. Winter.
Summer.
Ray Chaleur_
Shore.
Linseed.
Roiled,.
(•rand Rank and

no

37J&

<g.
non
16 no

3 60
go

.3 25
«2n on
2 45 -/ 2 &o

0@
374<S)

OR DYSENTERY

DI ARK IKEA

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the know ledge of the public, that so effectually docs
it work and at the fame time leaves the bowels in an

active, healthy condition, as
C LEM S SUMMER CURE.
That for Children Cntting Teeth, if troubled w ith
Diarrlma or any irregularities of the bowels, nil other remedies are insignificant, as compared with

CLEM 8 SUMMER CURE.
That for Children troubled w ith Canker In month
or stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for

Coughs. Hoarseness and Bronchial affect-

ions. there is

remedy

no
as

HOWES’
That for a
Fains in the
remedy is

extant that

so

universally

COUGH FILLS.

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

HOWE’S COUGH FILLS.
That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
case* of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in favor of

HOWES' COUGH FILLS.
CLEM'S SUMMER CUKE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots and Burks, and contains not a
particle of Opium on Dbuo of any sort. It always
does

good,
By

and

THEIB

never

does harm.

WOUK8

THEM."

G. C. Goodwin k Co., Boston, General Agents for
New England. II. II. Ilav, Portland, ami B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.
OrSold by Druggists and Merehauts generally.
IIOWES Si. CO., Proprietor*,
iswffmitol
Belfast, Maine.

94
42

75
] (jo <ai 1 05
eg ,,
70
<13 ><
66
19 60 4421 60
lg ini u 19 00
92 iw
95
90 (a 1 00

Voting

Eisis.

ffflHE Board of Aldermen have prepared Check
JL List* of the legal voters of the several wards, to
the best of their knowledge, as required by law. ami
posted the same in City Building—entrance, tower
door, Myrtle Street. The changes which will he

found in said Lists this year, occasioned mainly
by
of Ward lines authorized bv vote of the citizens at the spring election, renders It imperative that
en ru voter should see to it himself that his name is
correctly entered on the Ward List of which he is a
resident.
Per order,
S. W. LA KK A BEE. Chairman.

change

Portland. Aug. SM, IMS

Slii'llsinil
*e\

Pony.

by

en

R. W.

July 24th. 1802.

Office, 1
Augusta, Aug. 10, 1S02. )

LORD, Kcnnebunk Depot.
dim

BY THE USB OK THE

18fi2.

GREAT SPRING AND

Dr.

On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M., and
Bath at 0.30 A. M., for Portland, connecting with the
8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M.. on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

for nine months unless
hereby ordered as follows:

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
I*. M., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscasset, Dainariscotla, Waldoboro’, ltocklaud

the United States, to
sooner

discharged—it

serve

is

FIRST.

The Orderly Sergeants of the respective comof enrolled militia -ball each
a mem>er of their company to be Clerk, who shall be sworn
before some Justice of the l’eaco of the County, to
make a true and faithful record of the
proceedings of
the company at such meetings for maxing tin draft
a- are hereinafter provided, blanks for which appointment, and certificate of oath aforesaid will be seasonably ftirnished from this office.
II. The time of meeting of companies of militia
for the purpose of making such draft, shall be Wedthe third day of September next at nine
o'clock in the forenoon, and notice of the time and
place of meetiug (the latter to be designated by the
Orderly Sergeant) shall be given in manner and form
a- for the election of otficers, but there shall be at
least twenty-four hours’ notice given. At such meetthe Orderly Sergeant will
ing of said
cause a draft to ue made tlicrcfroin in manner folI.

appoint

1'anies

nesday

companies,

lowing :
First—He will

cause a box of suitable size for the
purpose to he prepared, and will place therein in
presence of the company, as many slips of paper as
there are names on the roll of his company, exclusive
of officers elect, and upon the slips shall be written, in letters and not figures, the numbers from
one to that which expresses the entire number of
men in the eompanv, each slip having one number
written thereon. The box shall then be closed, and
the papers therein thoroughly shakeu
when a
draft shall he made therefrom under bis up,
direction in
the mode here prescribed.
.Second—The name* on the company roll shall then
order hv the Orderly Serbe called in
geant, and each mao, as his name is called, shall draw
one slip of paper from tin* box, w hich he shall pass
to the Clerk, who shall read aloud the number thereon, and record the same upon a roll previously prepared by him for that purpose, upon a blank furnished from this otlice, opposite the name of the person
drawiug the same, until every slip shall have been
drawn from the box, and in case where an enrolled
member of the company shall not be present, or shall
neglect or refuse to dra w- upon his name being called,
the Orderly Sergeant shall designate some member

alphabetical

Third—When there is more than one company in a
or town, the Mayor and Aldermen of the city,
anti the Selectmen of'the towns, an* authorized and
requested, immediately upon receiving information
of their quotas, to apportion the same equally bctween the several companies, having respect to the
numbers borne upon the rolls. If such municipal
officers shall neglect or refuse to perform the above
service in making the aforesaid apportionment, the
draft will nevertheless be proceeded with, in the
manner above described, and notice of the facts
should la* immediately forwarded to this office by the

city

Orderly Sergeant.

Fourth—If the almvc duty cannot be performed before 5 o'clock, 1’. M., it will be continued on the next
day, between the hours of 9 o’clock, A. M.. and 6
o’clock, 1*. M., and from day to day between the
same hours until the draft is completed.
Fifth—The men who shall not be exempt from liability to enrolment (such exemption to be determined
as hereinafter provided) against whose names upon
the record thus mude by the clerk, shall be found the
lowcsTitumbcr commencing at one (1) ami going upwards until the quota of the company has been obtained, shall constitute the dratted quota of said

Dock, l'rickley Ash, Thoroughwort,
Maudiakc, Dandelion, &c., ail of which are so compounded as ft> act in concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderful—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing if to course through every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.

They cure

ami Thomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.

Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennehec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Hoads.
Froight trains run daily between August® and PortB. II. CUSHMAN,
laud.
Manager and Superintendent.

juuc23dtf

i»iiThrough

tickets

to

Niagara

especial

Falls.

This road is rroad ouaoe and is provided with
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.
fcJTTickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

by

can save

money

by securing tickets

June 23.

States;

The members of

at this

Remarkable Case of

A

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.
ARRANGEMENT.

Dll. HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

of

CURED.

hoy who

a

was

cured

wick

11.45 A. 31.
Fieight trains daily
ton.
at

between Portland and Lewis-

STAGE COXNF.CTIOXB.

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
am! Dixtield; returning op|M»site davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for Fast Dixtield. IHx field,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;

inent

returning opposite days.

SI age leaves Farmington
Portland ami Kingficld, on

success,

he has not d«‘cmed it necessary

to

New Vineyard. New
Wednesdays and Saturand
days, returning
3!ondays
Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.
.or

performing

cures, many of them of a remarkable
character.”
Certificates from numerous of bis patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
tuay be seen at his office.

on

JETT*

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Nup’t.
Farmington 31ay 6, 1862.
jum 2.3*1 tf

thej

tiurd.

provisions of the Act of March IS, 1862.jin ref-

furnishing

aid to the families of soldiers
will extend to the families of drafted militia and nine

oreuce

to

months' volunteers.
FOURTH.

cities, towns and plantations for three
Quotas
years volunteers, under the call of the President of
Julv 2d. to till up the old regiments, w ill Ik* received
aud paid the State and United States bounties and
advance pay, and tow n bounties as provided by votes
of towns, until the tirst day of September next, ami
not afterwards; and in those places which shall not
have ftirni*h(*d their quotas at that time under such
call, a special draft will be ordered immediately thereafter for the deticiency.
of

FIFTH.
The cities of Ilangor, Augusta ami Portland, are
a*
the
appointed
places of rendezvous for the drafted
nu n umi nine months' volunteers.
order
of
Israel
Washburn, Jr., Governor and
Ry

CoiuiuumU-r-iii-CTiief.

Portland,
July 28th. 1862.

of

Eclectic .Medical

rilHE COMMITTEE ON PUliLlC GROUNDS will
X meet, until further notice, every Saturday at 3
o’clock, I*. M .in Evergreen Cemetary.
Parties in ter ested in any matter before the Committee. will have an opportunity of being heard.
A. lv. SlIURTEEKr, Chairman.
jy31—4w

the most liberal

ENTRANCE --82} EXCHANGE 8TREET,

Orders left at the counting-room of the Daily Press
and Maine State Press, head of first flight of stairs,

be promptly attended to.

will

IV The office Is supplied with

J1

FAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,
And its capacity ami facilities for doing work
style are e^ual to any in the City or State.

in

good

N. A. FOSTER A CO.
July 17,1W2.

dtf

Infirmary.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for a number of year* contiued bis attention to
disease* of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of case*, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
arid there is no interruption of busiaea* or change of
diet. Dr. Hughe* is in constant attendance front 8
in the morning anti! 10at night, at hisoiw, .j I* tuple street. Charges moderate, ami a cure guaranb-ed
in all case*.
Separate room**, so that no one w ill be
s«*en but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cure- without dieting,
or rostrictiou in the habits of the patient; cure* without the disgusting and sickening effect* of most other
remedies; cure* new casr-s in a few hoars; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the tank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unle-- the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. ami no injurious cfact, either constitutional!} or
localh can be caused by using them.
YQlLNti MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, genet ally caused
bad habits in youth,
the elT»*ct* of which are pain anti dizziness in the
head, ftvrgetfuluc**, soaaetinm* a ringing in the cars,
weak eyes, etc., tenuinating in consumption or inif neglected, arc speedily aud jm imauently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential aud will be
returned if desired. Address
DR J. B. HUC1IKS,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
Send stamp for Circular.
jull— d& *3m8

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

]PRIVATE

STEAM

POWER

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. 82} EXCHANGE

Block,

Fox

STREET,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

by

sanity

The Proprietors of the Portlahp Daily Puma

respectfully invite attention to their facilities for executing, iu beautiful style, every descrrptiou of

BOOK AND

THIS

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EAST PORT, CALAIS & St. JOIIX.

Change

Hie

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We gi\ e this spring bod bottom a decided preference over any and ull other** wo have ever
used, t tur guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their uae to all hotel keepers w1k» desire the comfort of their guests.
W. l>. Me LA L (.11 LIN ft SON,
Franklin House, Bangor, 31©.
3Iay 12,1863.

pleased

Portland, July 23,

with it.
JOSIAH II.
1862.

“AV*
E.

Eng*

km will,

will until further notice

Rooms.

ohn.
Suebec,

Shippers are requested

to

steamer before 3 i*. 31.,
Portland.

send their freight to the
the day that she leave*

on

For fVdrht or nunAirr aimlv to
EMERY & FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
li. B. CttOSIWKLL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
June 23, 18*3.
dtf

part with it
Lev. Jull.N

on any ac-

ALLEN.

Weekly

\1 STABLES,
WILLIAMS.

A. A.

Testimonials similar to the above have been reproprietors of the following public
houses—
IVnob-ot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skowhegau House. Skowhegan.
Lewislou House, Lewiston.
Wiuthrop House, Winfhiop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Kev ere Houses Va»alboro.
Hallowed House. Hallowcil.
< hina House, ( hina.
Franklin House, Augusta.
( ushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School, Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.

jullTdA w6m

« ii s; N i: v,

NIELO I)EOAs1-

Vlaniilhcluror,

133J MIDDLE
•

ST

BEET.

B.—,1. l>. ('. has received more first premiums
for best instruments than any other maker in

State.

ZTT* Repairing and Tuning promptly and person-

ally

attended to.

\vly7

Wait’ll Found.
the Pic Nic <• rounds, near this Village, The I
owner can have the same by proving
property I
and paying charges.
B’ I> FAHNH AM.
Saoattisville, Aug lf», 1H62.
auglnd-ltAwIt
j

ON

THE

Itl'LF.D AND CUT IN

*

NEATEST MANNER.

Billets & Circulars in Every Variety of Type.
.

IASLCIKSS, JiOTtS, A\D BILLS Of LAHK

TAGS MERCED WITH HOLES A GLUT EKED
WHEN DESIRED.

1 imuniiH'u

connecting with
morning.

j

Steamer

Hoitnil lin'

Compauim.

Mail Line.

ON E of the following first-class, powrrm
±' JmtA till Steatneis: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
VT^.fTT* AMFRh AN. NORWEGIAN. JL'RA,
aSSKSi BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOVA M OMAN—will -ail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverixwd, via Londonderry.
Passengers h ave Portland per Grnud Trunk Trains
with United Mates mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M..

sleepiiikai art men t«.

ceived from the

Harmonium

BILL-HEADS

OCEAK STKAWSHIP CO’S

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.”
I can cheerfully recommei d it to all who are in need
of such un article; and 1 believe it to be sujwrior to
am thing of the kind now in use.
Kev. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12. 18*52.

i>.

Variety,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

1’oUoie* Priiilt'il anil

M O NTH EAIi

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fullv merits my
ex|N>ctatious, and is fullv up to y our high recommendations. 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who

j.

Business Cards of Erery
Style and Cost.

by this line to ami from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

Farmington, Feb. 28,1802.

improve

work demanded in this State.

to do aay

(•oodrf forwarded

1 have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" lor the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything 1 hud anticipated. My wife, who is li-eble, lias
had no good r«*st tor six months till occupying one of

Augusta. April 16,1862.

adequate

run

Leave Brow n* Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY. at 4 I*. M am! leave Pier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, 1*. M.
This vessel is fitted up with tine accommodations for
pa-seugers. making this the most speedy, sale and
comfortable route for travellers between New Y'ork
aud Maine. Parage (5,00, including Fare and State

one

their

la

The splendid and fast Steamship
“('HESAri'LtKE.'' Captain Sidney

m

Mr. It. K. Froiiock has furnished the bids in my
house with tlie ‘‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” and
1 take pleasure iu recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thiug
of the kind with which i am acquainted.
A. H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School. Little Blue, Farmington.

desire to

Fancy Types,

DRUMMOND.

Having l»ecome fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 has e purchased
tim e of them at five dollars each, ami do moat cheerfully recomuieud them to the public.
Wutcrvillr. May, 1N61.
l>u. N. 1!. BOLTELL.

She would not

Book and

Portland and ,\ch York Steamers.

[From lion. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having nsi*d Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom. I can
it as an excellent article.
recommend
cheerfully
LOT M. MOKKILL.
Augusta, Aug. 5. 1862.

these beds.
count.

their aaaortment of

Field, will leave

County.
We also ticket through per steam* r* ami railways
for H'imhor, Hal {far. htyhy, Fredericton, Sutter,
Moncton, Shedinc, Prince Edwardt Inland, Pictau.
.\orth Shore of Sew Mruntwick, JhrimicUi, aud
Jtay de Chaleur.
August 4, 18(2. al2 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.

{From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
much

Fj.talili.hm.-nt la rnmiiihmt with all the ap-

Positively

healthy

am
am very

n*w
apt.

Railroad Wharf, foot State Street, every Tuesday aud
Friday, at 5 o'clock, 1*. II., for Eaetport. Calais aud
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, every Monday and
Thurxdav morning, at 8 o'clock.
no freight received after 4 o'clock
•-IT*
1*. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
Ea*tpi»rt with stage coaches for Machia*. and with
steamer Queen for Holdditetou. Cal ait, St. Stephens
and St. Andrew», ami at the latter plac- over railway for f Canterbury; from tln i.iv i»er stage coaches
for Hoodttnek and Houttnn, which ix the cheapest
amt mikst exi>editious way of rcaciiiiig the Aroo.-took

.•

Their

proved modem machinery, and

Day. of Mailing.

Tnc-hind,"

~

TESTIMONIALS :

I

of the

jFrom and after date, until further

Commercial House, Portland, June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" into inv house, alter trial, I pronounce it to 1
au
bed. 1 am using several kinds
easy and
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

b

JOB PRINTING!

STEAMBOATS.

desiiahlc mechanical arrangement has now
been in use a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bed deportment, embracing a little more
of their excelrcnc&f, ami yet happily overcoming ail
their defects. It is flexible as hair." and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facility. It is adapted to the iiivalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering ami weakness. They
sre made of go**d material warranted strung and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

the

f

on

delicacy.

"XJ"
1

Job Work,

Fancy

be promptly attended to

Will

rearth

terms.

EHablUkefl for the treatment of thane diseases in
both Here*, requiring Experience* Skill, Honor ami

JOHN L. HODSDON,
Adjutant General.

Notice*

Plain and

1>K. ih i;sirs’

day,

Cities, Towns and Plantations furnishing tin ir quota of able bodied volunU-trs, enlisting for nine months
serv ice, upon blanks to Ik- furnished from thisoth
to the municipal authorities or militia ofl'n ers, aud
who shall be enrolled at some place within then city,
town or plantation, and on their way to the rendezvous on or before \Vedm**dav the third of September
next, will Ik* relieved from their liability to a draft;
said volunteers being accepted in lieu of drafted men,
aud no draft from such cities and towns, tinder this
call, w ill Ik made. Any number of voluuteers, furnished a* aforesaid, less than the quota, will be received as part thereof, provided
an- residents of
the city, town or plantation furnishing them, aud the
draft w ill Ik* made for the residue.
II. Volunteers, when in camp, w ill be formed into
companies aud regiments, ami, as far as may Ik- eondistant w ith the interests of the service, in accordance
with the wi. lies of the different quotas; and companies will elect their own officers, subject to the coin
timatioii of the ( oiumaiider-in-Chicf.
III. In ascertaining the quota* of counties and
towns, the regulations of the War Department will
he observed, which an* as follows;
“Additional Regulations for tin* Enrolment and
Draft of Militia: Ordered, 8th, That ill tilling all requisitions for militia, the quotas of the several Mates
will be appointed by the Governors among the several counties, and. when practicable, among the subdivisions of counties, so that allowance shall be made
to such counties, and sululivisions, for all volunteers
theretofore furnished by them, and mustered into the
service of the United States, and w hose stipulated
term of service shail not have expired.”
IV. No State or United States bounty will Ik- paid
to such volunteer*, and it is Imped that cities and
towns, fttrni»hing their quotas by voluntary enlistment, will not disregard the wishes of the General
Government, that nine months' volunteers should be
raised without bounties. No Volunteer* will be received in lieu of drafted men from any city or town
that shall pay a bounty of more thau twenty (2d)
dollats to each volunteer.

Directly orertlie Magnetic Telegraph Office,
Story, where all rarietiea of

dlt wbmT

Seventh—Three days from the draft, exclusive of

BK('OM>.

PRESS,

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

No. 309 Congress Street, Portland*

which certificate shall contain a statement of the particular ground of such disability. The decisions of
the Orderly Sergeants in this regard will stand good
unless reversed by tlie Adjutant General.

him of the sworn statements of the
party in reference
to the nature and extent of his disability or disease,
and of a sworn statement in detail concerning the
same, by a physician or surgeon of good standing in
®
the county.
Tenth—The drafted men from the different
companies. after arriving at the place of rendezvous, w ill he
formed into companies ami regiments, which will be
officered as provided by the laws of this State and of
Die Uniti-fi State*
Eleventh—Drafted men may furnish substitutes,
but cannot be relieved from personal service upon
paying a fine under the laws of this State.

Casco Bank,

keep

hla/ing before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently

bo drawn across the names of persona cleUningexemption from liability, on grounds of physical disability, who shall establish the validity of such claims
before the Orderly Sergeant, by the certificate of any
surgeou within the county, ap|«ointcd by the Goveruor, for the purpose of 'making such examination,

Ninth—One or more competent surgeons in each
county will be designated by the Governor, of whose
appointment notice will be given, and whose certificates of disability, and none others will be respected
by Orderly Sergeants or otliers in authority. When
aiiy person enrolled as afori*said, is sick and unable
to present himself personally before the surgeons appointed as aforesaid, such surgeon may issue on certificate of exemption upon the productions before

over

by

long time tin* boy’i eye-lids had
entirely closed. HIs case was consula|mow| hopeless. The boy was put uubj^^b^ered
f1** der the care of I>r. It., and after great patience and perseverance, w ith his electrical treatment
and w ith other curative*, he w as able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
had fonm>d and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by i)r. Boynton, and the boy's eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his eyes stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons who
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor ha* for many years, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye ami ear, met with em-

in the sea sen ice of any citizen or merchant
within the United States;
Postmasters, assistant postmasters, ami their clerks,
post officers, post riders, and stage drivers in the care
and conveyance of the mail of the United States;
ferrymen employed at any ferry on the post road;
artificers and workmen in the United State.* arsenals;
persons of the denominations of Quaker# ami
Shakers; justices of the supreme judicial court;
ministers of the gospel, regularly ordained according to the usages of their denominations, so
long a* such relation continues; and officers of
the militia who have bceu honorably discharged,
arc exempted from liability to enrolment and draft;
and, upon evidence furnished the Orderly Sergeant
that they come within this exemption, he will cause
the clerk to draw a line across their names upon the
records, but not rendering the name* illegible, stating
opposite, the ground of exemption. A line will also

reimbursed.

office

office of the

been

employed

superior

Has been removed from tho
to tho

a

hTBiiw^flPP trains will leave Portland tor Lewiston
amt i-arinington via Brunswick, at 1 P. 31.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Bruns-

United.

by

CUSHING,

DAILY

DB. H. J. BOYNTON,
Of Scrofulous ophthalmia, as the following facts will

resjiective officers; custom house officers and their
clerks: insjiector* of exports; pilot*-, and mariners

ecs

corner

BL IN DUES*

both houses of Congress and their

shall be allowed parties claiming exemption
that
furnish evidence establishing their claim before the
Orderly Sergeant, and no decision in favor of such
exemption shall be /riven unless within lour davs of
such draft. Immediately niton the expiration of said
I>eriod the names of the persons drafted, and a certified copy of the record made
the clerk, aforesaid,
shall be transmitted to the Adjutant General. The
will
the
drafted men comOrderly Sergeants
notify
prising his company’s quota, to api*ear at the place
where the draft was made, on the sixth day succccdingGaid draft, at 9 o'clock A. M.. and from thence he
will proceed with them by public conveyance if such
can be had, and if not bv the most expeditious and
economical method to the place of rendezvous of
which notice will be given hereafter. In case of the
resignation, absence or neglect of the Orderly Sergeants to perform the duties herein required, the < aptains elect or either of the Lieutenants in default of
his
officer, will officiate in his stead.
Eighth—Reasonable compensation will In* made for
the performance of these duties and necessary expeu-

Sr

FOSTER

P.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of ex|»erieuce in constant attendance.
jnll—3 m

company, und shall be held accordingly, and thus the
is to be completed from the lowest numbers
quota
ilrawu by nou-cxemptod inen.
Sixth—The following j»©mms, viz:
The Vice President of the United State*:
Tlie officers, judicial and executive, of the

E st a,"blish.meirt

N.

dawtf

SUMMER

PRINTING

Infirmary.

Renovating

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.

CTF~ You
office.

JOft

DR.

RAILWAY.
and

BOOK

-AND-

thFTadies.

their
accommodation.
Dr. II.'s Eclectic
Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is s|x*cific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIEs will limlit invaluable in all case* of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may betaken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent lo any part of the country with full directions,

BY THE

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

THE

Liver Com-

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will iind arranged for

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cj evei.and, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Cuoppe, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

Via

thesystorn,

Eclectic Medical

To

ERIE

and eradicate from

plaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Pilliou* Diseases and
foul stomach.
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion, Headache, Dizziness, Piles, Heartburn, Weakness, Pains in the side aud bowels. Flatulency, Loss of appetite, ami a torpid or diseased Live*fc a disordered .Stomach or had blood, to which all
are more or less subject in Soring and Summer.
More than 2O.0U0 nersons nave l>een cured bv this
medicine. It is highly recommended by Physicians
everywhere. Try it and vou will never K*gret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
25 aud 8$ cents per bottle. I irders addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Poston.
junc21d4m

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Augusta, April, 1802.

SUMMER MEDICINE,

Langley’*

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
of Sarsaparilla. Wild
Yellow
Cherry,
/
CIOMl'OSED
Rhubarb,

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00]*. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for VVaterville,
Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan, and at KcudalPs
Mills with the Penobscot &. Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.
Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Trains.

GENERAL ORDER No. J2.
A requisition having been made upon the Governor and Commandcr-in-Chief, by the President of
the United States, for nine thousand six hundred
and nine (9600) able-bodied men. to be drafted from
the enrolled militia of the State, for tin; service of

City

the subscriber, a handsome bay
years old, weighs about 400 pounds,
harness, aud reliable for children to ride

SALE,
]^ORJtom

kind hi all
or drive.

|wd

QUARTERS,

Adjutant General’s

The

YE SHALL KNOW

(K>

23 bbl*25
8

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
fact has been established, that for the cure of

affords relief

ber—F rom the yard.
Clear Ht la 1.838 O

jii111

No. 2
No. 3.
No. 4.

By

8 00
tt

Cougli Pills,

031

91 ft}
10 <y

22) ^
25 «

heavy.

Howes’

03$

HEAD

to

Paris./

FBAXHUX

a/

6J<$

Sheet Mosslniaun.

09

16 @

Bi :u

j*d*.

00

q
10
| 70
15 (a 1 25
90 ,/ 1 ini
76
90
40 {&
70

75 ® 1 00
75 (o 1 00

T obnrro.
6's and Id’s best brands.
6’s and Id’s medium.
6's and Id’s common.
half jmIs. boat brands.
half pds. medium good.
half
common.
Natural Leaf, ikIs.
Fancy, in Foil.

w

1

none
iwuio

Hough.

12 *0 tol4 00
13 00 u 14 00
11 00

on

8|

Muscovado..

Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,

4 10
4 38
6 60 3 7 25

1

81

Sugar, Extra Yellow.

>g35 00

all

Portland Kerosene

Fishing Tackle.

00

none

Iron, English.

Nuil*.
ask.

dly

60
00
60
00

15
7 00

English lllis. Steel.

<

by

3

13 ^
25 ty

Spring.
Sheet

Sug.

dfiw

2 75
2 60

15 ^

Cast Steel.
Cierman .Steel.

Re.l Oak stave*.
Mol. iHid .Shook* & Heads, city...

Liverpool Sail.-

a.

none

Norway.

extra

D.15IEL CLARKE.

n

22 ty

Common.
Refined Iron.
Swede.

I-albs, Spruce.

doors cast of U. S. Hotel, and examine.

to) 4 00

2 50

Sort, 1861.

fact tired at short notice

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.

60

■ r»Ha

I

riUfE PuWrilKT ha* opened a Warehouse for COFA ]-IN.Sand CASKETS. A larjrr assortment con-

Portland. Aug. 1.

65
45

1 25 « 1 50
1 12 <s 1 37$

Sheep Pelts, Dry.
Hop*.
First

@

2j
9

8}@
r,] a)
6*.$

Herds Grass.
Western Clover.
Red Top.

Gunpowder.
Rifle and

9 00

6J

Seed*.

Griiidiiiaue*.

Sheet anil

Ill Federal Street, Portland.

Nutmegs.
Pepper.
Pimento.

64@)
2$@

Mace.

American

common.

44

j

20

Tallow*

60 (8)
25 <y

Citron.

Lemons,

(.inger,(Africa).

120@125

Sugar, Powdered.

47$

Soft Shell.
Shelled.
Currants.

Figs,

j

6|

2 50 @ 2 76
2 12T» 2 374
2 12] vl 2 374

Crushed.
Sugar, (iranulated.

67

Sheep Pelts, Greet*.

captain of the barge in an Oxford boat race,
just as they are starting, gives each rower a

A few

00
00
00

Frail.
Almonds—Jordan p lb

Dry.

to

86 %
08 g)
47 eg)

Finh*

probably,) proposes several new
to tlie bill now pending in Congress as follows :—
For kissing a pretty girl, $1,00
For kissing a very homely one, $2,00.—the
extra amount being added probably, as a punishment for the man's folly.
For ladies kissing one another, $2,00. The
tax is placed at this rate in order to break up
the custom altogether, it lieiug regarded by
our M. C.’s as a piece of inexcusable absurdity.
For every flirtation, 1ft cents.
Every young man who lias more than one
“girl” is taxed $500.
For courting in the kitchen, 25 cents.
Courting in the sitting-room, 50 cents.
Courting in the parlor, 1,00.
Courting in a romantic place, $5,00, and 40
cents for each offence thereafter.
Seeing a lady home from church, 25 cents*
for each offence.
Seeing her home from the dime society, 5
cents, the proceeds to lie devoted to the relief
of disabled army chaplains.
For a lady who paints, 50 cents.
For wearing low-necked dresses, $1,00.
For each curl on a lady’s head, above ten, 5

From 15

03\ty

O')
2*
00

«

none
nouo

FeRther*.
Feathers, Live Geese p lb.
Feathers, Russia.

MISCELLANY.

maim

3]

02

Navy, Suj»erior,

Entirely—wholly,

hand and

12

®

7|
45

Sai ?n

44

44

For this wretched fuss

on

1J

4]

Duck, Raven*,.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.

That 1’hillips and Greeley,
Bv s)>eaking too fri*elv,
Tne Ktuuen and Bi**chcr§
And other frce-screwhers,
Are responsible solely,

stautly

®

l)iir>n

kindly,

Bill.—Somebody

Red

41

6
\
55
46
12
36
75
00
30
70
95
50
20
00
00
00
4?
24
02
05
00

13

Ouercitron Bark.
lied Sanders.

They went it so hlindlv;
And if they should miss.
Though perishing so gloomily,
O spare your contumely,
Jtrnu mhrrivg thin—

Tax

"

4]
fi]

3 ®
1 60 ® 1

Domingo.
Extract Logwood.
l'each

04
25
40
25

@
15 (®
17 (®
22 r®
4 ®
Of®

66

6j@)

Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Stnrch*
Starch, Pearl,.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.
Soup*
Soap. Loathe h Gore's, Trowbridgo
& Smith’s Extra No. 1 p tbSoap. Family do.
Soap No. 1...
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane’s.
Spice**
Cassia p lb.
< loves.
(.inger, (Race).*.

April 14th,

R133IOYAL!

Health and Strength Seen red,

Passenger trains will leave daily, (Suns
excepted) as follows:
lor
Augii.'ttt
Hath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

@ 1 55
@ 6 50

63@

Liverpool,.

Salt,

(® 1 30

03

St.

lie rpsoiuio man

The

1 20

llypernic.
Logwood, CamjM'achy.

Picture it—think of it—

Between them and

15]®
12]®

@ 1

42 @

Rum, Portland distilled.
Snlcrntu*.
Saleratus p lb.
Salt.
Salt, Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commenced

PRINTING._

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

Farmington.

Rum*

14
16
11
16
13

10j®

Cuba.
Sav an villa,.

Fustic.

How Ion?: on the brink of it
Hi* stood, it you can.
8ot* him look on tin* river
And tremble and shiver,
Half a mind to go in !
Hut his courave, it fails.
And his friend.**—they catch him
By both his coat tails'.
Aiid from ruin just snatch him,
Going in—going in!
of them

13 @
151(a)

Camwood.

refuse them

22]

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC ANI) PORTLAND R. R.

@ 3 00
@ 3 00

5 @
74
12®
124
1 00 @) 1 25
6
24@
12* aj
16
8
7 @
12 @
17
9 @
11
6
44@
7 60 @ 8 60

Lamb.
Turkics.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice*
Rice p lb.

28
23

75
75
50
50

00 @14 00
50 @13 00
00 a 14 50
50 @16 00
00 ia14 50
13 00 @13 50
14 60 @15 00
11 00 @11 60
9
9 @
9|

Chickens, Spring.

none.

Brazil Wood.

We niUHii’t abuse!item,
Ho brave was the deed.
For even J. ft,,
Was doubtful, was he,
Whether they might
Not go with a right.

speak

50 @ 8 75
00 ® 0 00
00 (® 0 <M>
00 ® 0 00

Drewoods.
Barwood.

The right to secede.

Then

amphenc.

t

8]

21 f®

Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carl). Soda.

of.
store of!
leave us,

9

®

0 27 @
22 (®

Drugs and Dyes.
Alum.

To talk of coercion,
With bitter aspersion—
falling it trnurrm.
To seize for a season
The few thiugs they needed
When they seceded.
so

8
8
8
8

Manilla.

One at—J>er bbl.

more

Ho now let ir« coax them
To take the hovive track ;
It only provokes them,
And sends them straight

We took it
When they

8

Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.
Cordage, Manilla.
Bolt rope, Russia.

Alas for the rarity
t>f Northern charity!
Than brothers, a
No wonder they
To vex and to grieve

00

8f®

Coffee. Mocha.

Stake no hard scrutiny
Into their mutiny,
Kash and uudutifnl;
Whim they rHnm again.
Dove—it will bum again ;
Won't it be beautiful ?

11]

36

Cordage.

mothers!

Niggers thought

11 @
®

p
Sperm.

MAIMB*

OF

@ 8 76

12
12
14
16
14

Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hama.
Produce*
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes. pbrl(new.
Apples, dried, p lb.

3 00 t® 3 121
2 62 ® 2 87

lb.

Coni—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal YVhiteash.
Coal. Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Coffer.
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio

They are our brothers,
our

2 75 @ 3 00

< bees©, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.

bloodily

Don't then retaliate;
Better to find
Home way to
Bearing in mind

Hons of

Mould

Candles,

Draggled all o'er;—
They look—Oh, so sadly!
They feel—Oh, so badly !

•

20
15

(®
®

Cheeae.

with gore:
so

17
14

STATE

RAILROADS,

@) 0 00
@

1 60
1 50
6 00

Hard.
Ground.

Cn iidlen.
Candles,

00
60
00
60

Plnatrr*
Ter ton Soft.

Benin*.

Handle them tenderly.
Mindful how frail they are,
Weak, and so slenderly
Built, and so pale they are.

9
9
9
8
7
2
2
8
8

Load, in oil,.
Lewis i/'ad,
Boston Lead,
Trench Zinc,
American Zinc, "
Rochelle, Yellow.
Eng. Ven. Red.
Litharge.
Bed Ix*ad.

6|

(®
6 (®

Rutter, Family p lb.
Rutter, Store.

it,

75 @ 3 00
4 @
4J

O F F I C I A L.

PnintM.

Butter.
HOOD.

BY BROTHER

2

Portland

AnheM*
Ashes Tear!

Our Brothers of the Rebellion.

80 (5>
85
1 60 ® 1 60
1 05 @ 1 70
1 05 p 1 12

Castor Oil.
Neats foot Oil.

at

Quebec

every

Deeds, Law Briefs,
Anil

Equity Cases,

oilier LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Diaputch.

Saturday

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. £35. First 1’lass, £77 to >'.*2—according
to accoimuodatiou,—which includes tickets ou 1*rand
1m k Ruilua\
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rate*.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
hack. *186.
Apply to

Edmonstone, Allan k Co.. Montreal, or to
.1. L. FAK.MKR,
No. 10 ex( mange st., Portland.
dtf
June 23.1868.

Bronze, Colored, and

all other kinds of

Printing,
Executed in taate to auit the moat faatidioua.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Notice,
>M and after the first of July, Postage Stamp*
IjlR*
and Stamped Knvclo|*cs will hot be charged at
he Post Ofl Ofl
JdBtf
HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
LAND COMPAN Y have pur*
chased from the Hanndail it St. Joseph Railroad
a
tract
of land in Northern .Missouri,
’otnpany large
tdjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
for
and
farming
’ounty.
manufacturing pnn*« •*.
tud have divided their property into lots ami faints.
Phoy are offered to subscribers in shares of £2n each,
daps, with full information, can be had by calling ou

1111E

MISSOURI

EDWARD SIIAW, Agent,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
June *2"

Our

SHOP

Stylea

are

unsurpaaaed.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AM)

ALL SORTS OF HAND RILLS.
Portland, Jnuc 2ti. 1SK3.

daw

rOTGBENS STREET SEtlITtKV,
roll YOl'NG LADIES AND MISSES.

dtf

LiRWl.STOYi:*.
OOD Bargains will l»e given to those who wish
pi
IT to purchase Gravestones or Monuments of anv
Those who will favor me with a call
lescriptlon.

hall be satisfied that they are buyiug a good article
it the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Itevens’ Plain'.

jeSO—8ra

J. II. COOK.

Hiss E. L. Whittier,
AUTUMN SESSION

Principal.
will

IIUK
8th. anti (.'ontinue 15 week*.

commence

Sept.

Trior to July 21*t, ftill in for mat ion can be obtained
>f the Principal, 349 Con^re#* Street. Ileum tVora
t .o 1 o’clock,
except Saturday». After that time apdication may be made nt 40 State Street.
Tort laud, June 23, 18h2.
2awT0w

